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Abstra t
The notion of non-malleable ryptography, an extension of semanti ally se ure ryptography,
is de ned. Informally, in the ontext of en ryption the additional requirement is that given
the iphertext it is impossible to generate a di erent iphertext so that the respe tive
plaintexts are related. The same on ept makes sense in the ontexts of string ommitment
and zero-knowledge proofs of possession of knowledge. Non-malleable s hemes for ea h of
these three problems are presented. The s hemes do not assume a trusted enter; a user
need not know anything about the number or identity of other system users.
Our ryptosystem is the rst proven to be se ure against a strong type of hosen iphertext atta k proposed by Ra ko and Simon, in whi h the atta ker knows the iphertext
she wishes to break and an query the de ryption ora le on any iphertext other than the
target.
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1 Introdu tion
The notion of non-malleable ryptography, is an extension of semanti ally se ure ryptography. Informally, in the ontext of en ryption the additional requirement is that given the
iphertext it is impossible to generate a di erent iphertext so that the respe tive plaintexts are related. For example, onsider the problem of ontra t bidding: Muni ipality M
has voted to onstru t a new elementary s hool, has hosen a design, and advertises in the
appropriate trade journals, inviting onstru tion ompanies to bid for the ontra t. The
advertisement ontains a publi key E to be used for en rypting bids, and a FAX number to
whi h en rypted bids should be sent. Company A pla es its bid of $1; 500; 000 by FAXing
E (15; 000; 000) to the published number over an inse ure line. Intuitively, the publi -key
ryptosystem is malleable if, having a ess to E (15; 000; 000), Company B is more likely to
generate a bid E ( ) su h that  15; 000; 000 than Company B would be able to do without
the iphertext. Note that Company B need not be able to de rypt the bid of Company A
in order to onsistently just underbid. In this paper we des ribe a non-malleable publi -key
ryptosystem that prevents su h underbidding. Our system does not even require Company A to know of the existen e of Company B. It also does not require the muni ipality
M to know of A or B before the ompanies bid, nor does it require A or B to have any kind
of publi key. The system remains non-malleable even under a very strong type of hosen
iphertext atta k in whi h the atta ker knows the iphertext she wishes to break (or maul)
and an query the de ryption ora le on any iphertext other than the target.
A well-established, albeit impli it, notion of non-malleability is existential unforgeability
of signature s hemes [45℄. Informally, a signature s heme is existentially unforgeable if, given
a ess to ((m1 ; S (m1 )); : : : ; (mk ; S (mk )), where S (mi ) denotes a signature on message mi ,
the adversary annot onstru t a single valid (m; S (m)) pair for any new message m {
even a nonsense message or a fun tion of m1 ; : : : ; mk . Thus, existential unforgeability for
signature s hemes is the \moral equivalent" of non-malleability for ryptography. We do
not onstru t signature s hemes in this paper. However, we introdu e the related notion
of publi -key authenti ation and present a simple method of onstru ting a provably se ure
publi -key authenti ation s heme based on any non-malleable publi -key ryptosystem1 .
Non-malleability is also important in private-key ryptography. Many ommon protools, su h as Kerberos or the Andrew Se ure Handshake, use private key en ryption as a
sort of authenti ation me hanism: parties A and B share a key KAB . A sends to B the
en ryption of a non e N under KAB , and the proto ol requires B to respond with the enryption under KAB of f (N ), where f is some simple fun tion su h as f (x) = x 1. The
unproved and unstated assumption (see, e.g. [16℄) is that seeing KAB (N ) doesn't help an
imposter falsely laiming to be B to ompute KAB (f (N )). As we shall see, this is pre isely
the guarantee provided by non-malleability.
Non-malleability is a desirable property in many ryptographi primitives other than
en ryption. For example, suppose Resear her A has obtained a proof that P 6= NP and
wishes to ommuni ate this fa t to Professor B. Suppose that, to prote t herself, A proves
her laim to B in a zero-knowledge fashion. Is zero-knowledge suÆ ient prote tion? Professor B may try to steal redit for this result by alling eminent Professor E and a ting
as a transparent prover. Any questions posed by Professor E to Professor B are relayed by
1
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the latter to A, and A's answers to Professor B are then relayed in turn to Professor E.
We solve this problem with a non-malleable zero-knowledge proof of knowledge. Resear her
A will get proper redit even without knowing of the existen e of Professor E, and even if
Professor E is (initially) unaware of Resear her A.
Our work on non-malleability was inspired by early attempts to solve the distributed
oin ipping problem. Although t +1 rounds are ne essary for solving Byzantine agreement
in the presen e of t faulty pro essors [33℄, in the presen e of a global sour e of randomness
the problem an be solved in onstant expe ted time [62℄. Thus, in the mid-1980's several
attempts were made to onstru t a global oin by ombining the individual sour es of
randomness available to ea h of the parti ipants in the system. At a very high level, the
original attempts involved ommitment to oins by all pro essors, followed by a revelation
of the ommitted values. The idea was that the global oin would be the ex lusive-or
(or some other fun tion) of the individual ommitted values. Disregarding the question of
how to for e faulty pro essors to reveal their ommitted values, the original attempts erred
be ause se re y was onfused with independen e. In other words, the issue was malleability:
even though the faulty pro essors ould not know the ommitted values of the non-faulty
pro essors, they ould potentially for e a desired out ome by arranging to ommit to a
spe i fun tion of these (unknown) values.
As the examples show, se re y does not imply independen e. The goal of non-malleable
ryptography is to for e this impli ation.

1.1 Des ription of Prin ipal Results
Non-Malleable Publi Key Cryptography
Goldwasser and Mi ali de ne a ryptosystem to be semanti ally se ure if anything omputable about the leartext from the iphertext is omputable without the iphertext [43℄.
This powerful type of se urity may be insuÆ ient in the ontext of a distributed system, in
whi h the mutual independen e of messages sent by distin t parties often plays a riti al
role. For example, a semanti ally se ure ryptosystem may not solve the ontra t bidding
problem. Informally, a ryptosystem is non-malleable if the iphertext doesn't help: given
the iphertext it is no easier to generate a di erent iphertext so that the respe tive plaintexts are related than it is to do so without a ess to the iphertext. In other words, a
system is non-malleable if, for every relation R, given a iphertext E ( ), one annot generate a di erent iphertext E ( ) su h that R( ; ) holds any more easily than an be done
without a ess to E ( )2 . We present publi -key ryptosystem that is non-malleable even
against what we all a hosen iphertext atta k in the post-pro essing mode (de ned informally in Se tion 2.1 and formally in Se tion 3). Sin e non-malleability is an extension of
semanti se urity, this yields the rst publi -key ryptosystem that is semanti ally se ure
against this strong type of hosen iphertext atta k3 .
Our ryptosystem does not assume a trusted enter, nor does it assume that any given
olle tion of users knows the identities of other users in the system. In ontrast, all other
Clearly, there are ertain kinds of relations R that we annot rule out. For example, if R( ; ) holds
pre isely when 2 E ( ) then from E ( ) it is trivial to ompute , and hen e E ( ), su h that R( ; ) is
satis ed. For formal de nitions and spe i ations see Se tion 2.
3
For this type of atta k it turns out that semanti and non-malleable se urity are equivalent, whi h is
not the ase for weaker atta ks. See Se tion 3.4.2.
2
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resear h tou hing on this problem of whi h we are aware requires at least one of these
assumptions (e.g., [20, 21, 63℄).
Non-Malleable String Commitment
A se ond important s enario for non-malleability is string ommitment. Let A and B
run a string ommitment proto ol. Assume that A is non-faulty, and that A ommits to the
string . Assume that, on urrently, C and D are also running a ommitment proto ol in
whi h C ommits to a string . If B and C are both faulty, then even though neither of these
players knows , it is on eivable that may depend on . The goal of a non-malleable
string ommitment s heme is to prevent this.
We present a non-malleable string ommitment s heme with the property that if the
players have names (from a possibly unbounded universe), then for all polynomial-time
omputable relations R our s heme ensures that C is no more likely to be able to arrange
that R( ; ) holds than it ould do without a ess to the (A; B ) intera tion. Again, the
s heme works even if A is unaware of the existen e of C and D. If the players are anonymous,
or the names they laim annot be veri ed, then again if 6= then the two strings are no
more likely to be related by R.
Intuitively, it is suÆ ient to require that that C know the value to whi h it is ommitting
in order to guarantee that and are unrelated. To see this, suppose C knows and
C also knows that R( ; ) holds. Then C knows \something about" , thus violating
the semanti se urity of the (A; B ) string ommitment. Proving possession of knowledge
requires spe ifying a knowledge extra tor, whi h, given the internal state of C , outputs .
In our ase, the extra tor has a ess to the (A; B ) intera tion, but it annot rewind A.
Otherwise it would only be a proof that someone (perhaps A) knows , but not ne essarily
that C does.
Non-Malleable Zero-Knowledge Proto ols
Using non-malleable string ommitment as a building blo k, we an onvert any zeroknowledge intera tion into a non-malleable one. In parti ular we obtain non-malleable zeroknowledge proofs of possession of knowledge, in the sense of Feige, Fiat, and Shamir [31℄.
Zero-knowledge proto ols [44, 40℄ may ompose in an unexpe tedly malleable fashion. A
lassi example is the so- alled \man-in-the-middle" atta k (also known as the \intruder-inthe-middle," \Ma a s am," and \ hess-masters problem") [24℄ on an identi ation s heme,
similar in spirit to the transparent intermediary problem des ribed above. Let A and D be
non-faulty parties, and let B and C be ooperating faulty parties (they ould even be the
same party). Consider two zero-knowledge intera tive proof systems, in one of whi h A is
proving to B knowledge of some string , and in the other C is proving to D knowledge of
some string . The two proof systems may be operating on urrently; sin e B and C are
ooperating the exe utions of the (A; B ) and (C; D) proof systems may not be independent.
Intuitively, non-malleability says that if C an prove knowledge of to D while A proves
knowledge of to B , then C ould prove knowledge of without a ess to the (A; B )
intera tion. The onstru tion in Se tion 5 yields a non-malleable s heme for zero-knowledge
proof of possession of knowledge.
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1.2 Some Te hni al Remarks
Non-Malleability in Context
In the s enarios we have been des ribing, there are (at least) two proto ol exe utions involved: the (A; B ) intera tion and the (C; D) intera tion. Even if both pairs of players are,
say, running string ommitment proto ols, the proto ols need not be the same. Similar observations apply to the ases of non-malleable publi -key ryptosystems and non-malleable
zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge. Thus non-malleability of a proto ol really only makes
sense with respe t to another proto ol. All our non-malleable proto ols are non-malleable
with respe t to themselves. A more general result is mentioned brie y in Se tion 5.
Identities
One deli ate issue is the question of identities. Let and be as above. If the players
have names, then our ommitment and zero-knowledge intera tion proto ols guarantee that
is independent of . The names may ome from an unbounded universe. Note that
there are many possibilities for names: timestamps, lo ations, message histories, and so
on. If the players are anonymous, or the names they laim annot be veri ed, then it is
impossible to solve the transparent prover problem des ribed earlier. However, the faulty
prover must be ompletely transparent: if 6= then the two strings are unrelated by any
relation R. In parti ular, re all the s enario des ribed above in whi h (relatively unknown)
Resear her A seeks redit for the P 6= NP result and at the same time needs prote tion
against the transparent prover atta k. Instead of proving knowledge of a witness s that
P 6= NP , Resear her A an prove knowledge of a statement = A Æ s. In this ase the only
dependent statement provable by Professor B is , whi h ontains the name A. Note that
we do not assume any type of authenti ated hannels.
Computational omplexity assumptions
We assume the existen e of trapdoor fun tions in onstru ting our publi -key ryptosystems. The string ommitment proto ols and the ompiler for zero-knowledge intera tions
require only one-way fun tions.

2 De nitions and System Model
Sin e non-malleability is a on ept of interest in at least the three ontexts of en ryption,
bit/string ommitment, and zero-knowledge proofs, we give a single general de nition that
applies to all of these. Thus, when we speak of a primitive P we an instantiate any of these
three primitives. We start in Se tion 2.1 by providing de nitions for the primitives, as well
as for some of the tools we use. Our presentation of the notion of se urity is non-standard
and we all it semanti se urity with respe t to relations. In Theorem 2.2 we show that our
version is equivalent to the \traditional" de nition We prefer this version for several reasons:

 It provides a uniform way of treating the se urity of all the primitives, i.e., the de nition of zero-knowledge and semanti se urity do not seem di erent.

 It generalizes to the non-malleable ase in a natural way, whereas the usual notion of
semanti se urity (provably) does not.
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In Se tion 2.2 we provide the de nition of non-malleable se urity. In Se tion 2.3 we dene the system model whi h is most relevant to those primitives whi h involve a lot of
intera tion.
The following de nitions and notation are ommon to all the se tions. We use X 2R B
to mean that X is hosen from B at random. If B is a set then X is simply hosen uniformly
at random from the elements of B . If B is a distribution, then X 2R B means that X is
hosen a ording to B from the support of B .
An intera tive proto ol (A; B )[ ; a; b℄ is an ordered pair of polynomial time probabilisti
algorithms A and B to be run on a pair of intera tive Turing ma hines with ommon input
and with private inputs a and b, respe tively, where any of a; b; might be null.
We distinguish between the algorithm A and the agent (A) that exe utes it. We also
use (A) to denote a faulty agent that is \supposed" to be running A (that is, that the
non-faulty parti ipants expe t it to be running A), but has deviated from the proto ol.
Thus A is the proto ol, and (A) is the player.

2.1 De nitions of Primitives
In this se tion we review the de nitions from the literature of probabilisti publi key
ryptosystems, string ommitment, zero-knowledge intera tion and non-intera tive zeroknowledge proof systems, all of whi h are used as primitives in our onstru tions. As
mentioned above, we provide a unifying treatment of the se urity of all the primitives.
Probabilisti Publi Key En ryption
A probabilisti publi key en ryption s heme (see [43℄) onsists of:

 GP , the key generator. A probabilisti ma hine that on unary input 1n, where n is
the se urity parameter, outputs a pair of strings (e; d) (e is the publi key and d is the
se ret key)

 E , the en ryption fun tion, gets three inputs: the publi key e, b 2 f0; 1g, and a

random string r of length p(n), for some polynomial p. Ee (b; r) is omputable in
polynomial time.

 D, the de ryption fun tion, gets two inputs: whi h is a iphertext and the private

key d whi h was produ ed by GP . Dd ( ) is omputable in expe ted polynomial time.

 if GP outputs (e; d), then
8b 2 f0; 1g 8r 2 f0; 1gp n Dd(Ee (b; r)) = b
( )

 The system has the property of indistinguishability: for all polynomial time ma hines
M , for all > 0 9n s.t. for n > n
jP rob[M (e; Ee (0; r)) = 1℄ P rob[M (e; Ee (1; r)) = 1℄j < n1
where the probability is taken over the oin ips of GP , M and the hoi e of r.
5

This de nition is for bit en ryption and the existen e of su h a method suÆ es for our
onstru tions. To en rypt longer messages one an on atenate several bit en ryptions
or use some other method. The de nition of indistinguishability in this ase be omes that
with overwhelming probability over hoi e of en ryption keys e, M annot nd two messages
(m0 ; m1 ) for whi h it an distinguish with polynomial advantage between en ryptions of m0
and m1 . Formally:

De nition 2.1 Let (GP; E; D) be a probabilisti publi -key ryptosystem. We say the that
system has the property of indistinguishability of en ryptions if for all pairs of probabilisti
polynomial time ma hines (F ; T ), for all > 0 9n s.t. for n > n
1
1
℄<
n
n
where the external probability is over the hoi e of e and the oin ips of F (whi h gets e
as input), and ea h internal probability is taken the oin ips of T and the hoi e of r.
Pr[jPr[T (e; m0 ; m1 ; Ee (m0 ; r)) = 1℄ Pr[T (e; m0 ; m1 ; Ee (m1 ; r)) = 1℄j 

For implementations of probabilisti en ryption see [2, 14, 39, 52, 66℄. In parti ular,
su h s hemes an be onstru ted from any trapdoor permutation.
When des ribing the se urity of a ryptosystem, one must de ne what the atta k is
and what it means to break the system. The traditional notion of breaking (sin e [43℄)
has been a violation of semanti se urity or, equivalently, a violation of indistinguishability.
This work introdu es the notion of non-malleable se urity, and a break will be a violation
of non-malleability. We return to this in Se tion 2.2. We onsider three types of atta ks
against a ryptosystem:

 Chosen plaintext. This is the weakest form of atta k that makes any sense against a

publi -key ryptosystem. The atta ker an (trivially) see a iphertext of any plaintext
message (be ause she an use the publi en ryption key to en rypt).

 Chosen iphertext in the sense of [61℄, sometimes alled lun h-break or lun h-time

atta ks in the literature; we prefer the term hosen iphertext atta k in the prepro essing mode, abbreviated CCA-pre. Here, the adversary may a ess a de ryption
ora le any polynomial (in the se urity parameter) number of times. Then the ora le
is removed and a \ hallenge" iphertext is given to the atta ker.

 Chosen iphertext in the sense of Ra ko and Simon [63℄; we prefer the term hosen

iphertext atta k in the post-pro essing mode, abbreviated CCA-post. This is de ned
formally in Se tion 3. The key point is that the atta ker sees the hallenge iphertext
before the ora le is removed, and an ask the ora le to de rypt any (possibly invalid)
iphertext ex ept the hallenge.

Our version of semanti se urity under hosen plaintext atta k is the following: Let R be
a relation omputable in probabilisti polynomial time. We de ne two probabilities. Let A
be an adversary that gets a key e and produ es a distribution M on messages of length `(n)
by produ ing a des ription (in luding a spe i time bound) of a polynomial time ma hine
that generates M. A is then given a hallenge onsisting of a iphertext 2R Ee (m),
where m 2R M and Ee (m) denotes the set fEe (m; r) s:t: jrj = p(n)g. In addition, A
6

re eives a \hint" (or history) about m in the form of hist(m), where hist is a polynomially
omputable fun tion. A then produ es a string . We assume that the pre x of is the
des ription of M. A is onsidered to have su eeded with respe t to R if R(m; ). Sin e
ontains a des ription of M, R is aware of M and may de ide to a ept or reje t based on
its des ription. This rules out a hieving \su ess" by hoosing a trivial distribution. Let
(A; R) be the probability that A su eeds with respe t to R. The probability is over the
hoi e of e, the oin- ips of A, and the hoi e of m, so in parti ular it is also over the hoi e
of M.
For the se ond probability, we have an adversary simulator A0 who will not have a ess
to the en ryption. On input e, A0 hooses a distribution M0 . Choose an m 2R M0 and give
hist(m) to A0 . A0 produ es . As above, A0 is onsidered to have su eeded with respe t
to R if R(m; ). Let 0 (A0 ; R) be the probability that A0 su eeds.

Remark 2.1 1. In their seminal paper on probabilisti en ryption, Goldwasser and Mi ali
separate the power of the adversary into two parts: a message nder that, intuitively, tries
to nd a pair of messages on whi h the ryptosystem is weak, and the line tapper, that
tries to guess whi h of the two hosen messages is en rypted by a given iphertext [43℄.
A ordingly, we have let A hoose the message spa e M, on whi h it will be tested. By
letting A0 hoose M0 (rather than \inheriting" M from A), we are letting the simulator
ompletely simulate the behavior of the adversary, so in this sense our de nition is natural.
A se ond reason for this hoi e is dis ussed in Se tion 3.4.3.
2. As noted above, the fa t that the des ription of M or M0 is given expli itly to R
prevents A0 from hoosing a trivial distribution, e.g. a singleton, sin e R an \rule out"
su h M's.
De nition 2.2 A s heme S for publi -key ryptosystems is semanti ally se ure with respe t to relations under hosen plaintext atta k if for every probabilisti polynomial time
adversary A as above there exists a probabilisti polynomial time adversary simulator A0
su h that for every relation R(m; ) and fun tion hist(m), both omputable in probabilisti
polynomial time, j (A; R) 0 (A0 ; R) j is subpolynomial.
In this de nition, the hosen plaintext atta k is impli it in the de nition of A. This is a
onvention that will be followed throughout the paper.
Note the di eren es between our de nition of semanti se urity with respe t to relations
and the original de nition of semanti se urity [43℄: in the original de nition the hallenge
was to ompute f (x) given E (x), where the fun tion f is not ne essarily even re ursive. In
ontrast, here R is a relation and it is probabilisti polynomial time omputable. Nevertheless, the two de nitions are equivalent, as we prove in Theorem 2.24 .
We prove the following theorem for the ase of hosen plaintext atta ks; the proof arries
over to hosen iphertext atta ks in both the pre- and post-pro essing modes.
4
The literature shows for 3 versions of semanti se urity and 3 orresponding versions of indistinguishability that ea h version of semanti se urity is equivalent to the orresponding version of indistinguishability [54, 36℄. We are using a fourth version of indistinguishability { a uniform version of the non-uniform
one-pass version in [54℄. Equivalen e of this de nition to a orresponding version of semanti se urity has
not been proved in the literature, but we onje ture it holds.
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Theorem 2.2 A publi key ryptosystem is semanti ally se ure with respe t to relations
under hosen plaintext atta k if and only if it has the indistinguishability property.
Proof. We rst show that if the ryptosystem has the indistinguishability property, then it
is semanti ally se ure with respe t to relations. Consider the following three experiments.
Choose an en ryption key e using GP . Given the publi -key e, A produ es a distribution
M. Sample 1 ; 2 2R M.
In the rst experiment, A is given hist( 1 ) and Ee ( 1 ) and produ es 1 . By de nition,
for any relation R
Pr[R( 1 ; 1 ) holds℄ = (A; R):
In the se ond experiment, A is given hist( 1 ) and Ee ( 2 ) and produ es 2 . Let

 = Pr[R( 1 ; 2 ) holds℄:
Note that if R is probabilisti polynomial time omputable and Pr[R( 1 ; 1 ) holds℄
di ers polynomially from Pr[R( 1 ; 2 ) holds℄, where the probabilities are taken over the
oin ips by R, and the random bits used in generating the en ryptions (but not over the
hoi e of e, M, and 1 and 2 ), then we an reate a distinguisher for en ryptions of 1
and 2 under en ryption key e, so in parti ular, given e, we have found a pair of messages
whose en ryptions are easy to distinguish. Thus, with overwhelming probability over hoi e
of e, M, and 1 ; 2 , the individual probabilities (with xed e) are lose. It follows that the
probabilities (A; R) and  (whi h are aggregated over hoi e of e) are also lose.
For the third experiment, onsider an A0 that, on input e, simulates A on e to get a
distribution M. It gives M as the distribution on whi h it should be tested. A0 is then given
hist( ) for an 2R M. A0 generates 0 2R M and gives to the simulated A the hint hist( )
and the en ryption Ee ( 0 ). The simulated A responds with some , whi h is then output
by A0 . Note that 0 (A0 ; R) = . Thus, if the ryptosystem has the indistinguishability
property then j (A; R) 0 (A0 ; R) j is subpolynomial, so the ryptosystem is semanti ally
se ure with respe t to relations.
We now argue that if a ryptosystem does not have the indistinguishability property
then it is not semanti ally se ure with respe t to relations. If a system does not have the
indistinguishability property then there exists a polynomial time ma hine M that given
the publi -key an nd two message (m0 ; m1 ) for whi h it an distinguish en ryptions of
m0 from en ryptions of m1 . The spe i ation of A is as follows: Given a key e, A runs
M to obtain (m0 ; m1 ). Let M = fm0 ; m1 g, where m0 and m1 ea h has probability 1=2,
be the message distribution on whi h A is to be tested. The fun tion hist is the trivial
hist(x) = 1 for all x. Given an en ryption 2R Ee (m), where m 2R M, A uses M to guess
the value of m and outputs , the resulting guess plus the des ription of M. The relation
R that witnesses the fa t that the ryptosystem is not semanti ally se ure with respe t to
relations is equality plus a test of onsisten y with M. Re all that the des ription of M
is provided expli itly and hen e R an also he k that M is of the right form. Sin e M
is by assumption a distinguisher, having a ess to the iphertext gives A a polynomial
advantage at su eeding with respe t to R over any A0 that does not have a ess to the
iphertext (whi h has probability 1=2). 2
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Thus, a s heme is semanti ally se ure with respe t to relations if and only if it has the
indistinguishability property. It follows from the results in [36, 43, 54℄ that the notions of
of (traditional) semanti se urity, indistinguishability and semanti ally se ure with respe t
to relations are all equivalent.
String Commitment
The literature dis usses two types of bit or string ommitment: omputational and information theoreti . These terms des ribe the type of se re y of the ommitted values o ered
by the s heme. In omputational bit ommitment there is only one possible way of opening
the ommitment. Su h a s heme is designed to be se ure against a probabilisti polynomial
time re eiver and an arbitrarily powerful sender. In information theoreti ommitment it is
possible to open the ommitment in two ways, but the assumed omputational boundedness
of the sender prevents him from nding the se ond way. Su h a s heme is designed to be
se ure against an arbitrarily powerful re eiver and a probabilisti polynomial time prover.
We restri t our attention to omputational string ommitment.
A string ommitment proto ol between sender A and re eiver B onsists of two stages:

 The

ommit stage: A has a string to whi h she wishes to ommit to B . She and B
ex hange messages. At the end of this stage B has some information that represents
, but B should gain no information on the value of from the messages ex hanged
during this stage.

 The reveal stage: at the end of this stage B knows . There should be only one string
that A an reveal.

The two requirements of a string ommitment proto ol are binding and se re y. Binding
means that following the ommit stage the A an reveal at most one string. In our s enario
we require the binding to be un onditional, but probabilisti : with high probability over
B 's oin- ips, following the ommit stage there is at most one string that B a epts (as the
value ommitted) in the reveal stage.
The type of se re y we require is semanti se urity. We spe ify what this means, using
the notions of se urity with respe t to relations (however, as above, it is equivalent to the
\traditional" way of de ning semanti se urity). Let A be an adversary that produ es a
distribution M on strings of length `(n) omputable in probabilisti polynomial time. A
string 2R M is hosen and A re eives hist( ), where hist is a probabilisti polynomial
time omputable fun tion. The ommitment proto ol is exe uted where (A) follows the
proto ol and (B ) is ontrolled by A. The adversary A then produ es a string . We
assume that the pre x of is the des ription of M.
A is onsidered to have su eeded with respe t to R if R( ; ). Let (A; R) be the
probability that A su eeds with respe t to R. The probability is over the oin- ips of A,
and the hoi e of .
For the se ond probability, we have an adversary simulator A0 who will not have a ess
to the ( (A); (B )) exe ution of the string ommitment proto ol. A0 hooses a distribution
M0. An 2R M0 and hist( ) is given to A0. A0 produ es . As above, A0 is onsidered to
have su eeded with respe t to R if R( ; ).
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De nition 2.3 A ommitment s heme is semanti ally se ure with respe t to relations if
for every probabilisti polynomial time adversary A as above there exists a probabilisti
polynomial time adversary simulator A0 su h that for every probabilisti polynomial time
omputable relation R( ; ) and fun tion hist(m) omputable in probabilisti polynomial
time j (A; R) 0 (A0 ; R) j is subpolynomial.
Zero-Knowledge Intera tion We next present a generalization of a (uniform) zeroknowledge intera tive proof of language membership.
Let (A; B )[a; b℄ be an intera tive proto ol, where (a; b) belongs to a set  of legal input
pairs to A and B . (In the spe ial ase of zero-knowledge proofs of language membership,
the valid pairs (a; b) have the property that the pre xes of a and b are the ommon input
x 2 L.) Roughly speaking, we say that (A; B ) is zero-knowledge with respe t to B if for
every polynomial time bounded B 0 , there exists a simulator that an produ e onversations
between (A; B 0 ) whi h are indistinguishable from the a tual (A; B 0 ) onversation. More
a urately, and pursuing the terminology of this se tion, let A be an adversary that ontrols
(B ). A hooses a joint distribution D, onsistent with , on [a; b℄, and then a pair [a; b℄
is drawn a ording to D, (A) gets a, (B ) gets b, and the intera tion pro eeds by (A)
following the proto ol (while (B )'s a tions are ontrolled by A). The result is a trans ript
T of the onversation between (A) and (B ). A also produ es a string  whi h ontains
as a pre x the des ription of D (and may ontain su h information as the state of (B ) at
the end of the proto ol).
Let R be a ternary relation. A is onsidered to have su eeded with respe t to R if
R([a; b℄; T; ). Let (A; R) be the probability that A su eeds with respe t to R. The
probability is over the oin- ips of A, the oin- ips of (A) and the hoi e of [a; b℄.
On the other hand, we have A0 that sele ts D0 onsistent with . A pair [a; b℄ is then
drawn a ording to D0 and A0 re eives b. A0 produ es a trans ript T 0 and a string 0 . A0
is onsidered to have su eeded with respe t to R if R([a; b℄; T 0 ; 0 ). Let (A0 ; R) be the
probability that A su eeds with respe t to R. The probability is over the oin- ips of A0
and the hoi e of [a; b℄.
De nition 2.4 A proto ol (A; B ) is zero-knowledge with respe t B if for all probabilisti
polynomial time adversaries A as above there exists a probabilisti polynomial time adversary
simulator A0 su h that for every relation R omputable in probabilisti polynomial time
j (A; R) 0(A0 ; R) j is subpolynomial.
(If (a; b) 2=  then zero-knowledge is not ensured, but other requirements may hold, depending on the proto ol.)
Two interesting examples of zero-knowledge intera tion are proof of language membership [44, 40℄ and proofs of knowledge [31℄. Both of these an be based on the existen e of
string ommitment proto ols.
Non-Intera tive Zero-Knowledge Proof Systems
An important tool in the onstru tion of our publi -key ryptosystem are non-intera tive
zero-knowledge proof systems. The following explanation is taken almost verbatim from
[61℄: A (single theorem) non-intera tive proof system for a language L allows one party
P to prove membership in L to another party V for any x 2 L. P and V initially share
10

a string U of length polynomial in the se urity parameter n. To prove membership of a
string x in Ln = L \ f0; 1gn , P sends a message p as a proof of membership. V de ides
whether to a ept or to reje t the proof. Non-intera tive zero knowledge proof systems were
introdu ed in [12, 13℄. A non-intera tive zero-knowledge s heme for proving membership
in any language in NP whi h may be based on any trapdoor permutation is des ribed in
[32℄. Re ently, Kilian and Petrank [49, 50℄ found more eÆ ient implementations of su h
s hemes. Their s heme is for the ir uit satis ability problem. Let k be a se urity parameter.
Assuming a trapdoor permutation on k bits, the length of a proof of a satis able ir uit of
size L (and the size of the shared random string) is O(Lk2 ).
The shared string U is generated a ording to some distribution U (n) that an be
generated by a probabilisti polynomial time ma hine. (In all the examples we know of it is
the uniform distribution on strings of length polynomial in n and k, where the polynomial
depends on the parti ular proto ol, although this is not required for our s heme.)
Let L be in NP. For any x 2 L let W L(x) = fz j z is a witness for xg be the set of
strings that witness the membership of x in L. For the proof system to be of any use, P
must be able to operate in polynomial time if it is given a witness z 2 W L(x). We all
this the tra tability assumption for P . In general z is not available to V .
Let P (x; z; U ) be the distribution of the proofs generated by P on input x, witness z ,
and shared string U . Suppose that P sends V a proof p when the shared random string is
U . Then the pair (U; p) is alled the onversation. Any x 2 L and z 2 W L(x) indu es a
probability distribution CONV (x; z ) on onversations (U; p) where U 2 U is a shared string
and p 2 P (x; z; U ) is a proof.
For the system to be zero-knowledge, there must exist a simulator Sim whi h, on input
x, generates a onversation (U; p). Let Sim(x) be the distribution on the onversations
that Sim generates on input x, let SimU (x) = SimU be the distribution on the U part
of the onversation, and let SimP (x) be the distribution on the proof omponent. In the
de nitions of [13, 32℄ the simulator has two steps: it rst outputs SimU without knowing
x, and then, given x, it outputs SimP (x). (This requirement, that the simulator not know
the theorem when produ ing U , is not essential for our purposes, however, for onvenien e
our proof in Se tion 3.3 does assume that the simulator is of this nature.)
Let
ACCEP T (U; x) = fpjV a epts on input U; x; pg
and let
REJECT (U; x) = fpjV reje ts on input U; x; pg:
The following is the de nition of non-intera tive proof systems of [12℄, modi ed to
in orporate the tra tability of P . The uniformity onditions of the system are adopted
from Goldrei h [35℄.

De nition 2.5 A triple (P ; V ; U ), where P is a probabilisti polynomial time ma hine, V is
a polynomial time ma hine, and U is a polynomial time sampleable probability distribution
is a non-intera tive zero-knowledge proof system for the language L 2 NP if:
1. Completeness (if x 2 L then P generates a proof that V a epts): For all x 2 Ln , for
all z 2 W L(x), with overwhelming probability for U 2R U (n) and p 2R P (x; z; U ),
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p 2 ACCEP T (U; x). The probability is over the hoi e of the shared string U and the
internal oin ips of P .

2. Soundness (if y 62 L then no prover an generate a proof that V a epts): For all y 62 Ln
with overwhelming probability over U 2R U (n) for all p 2 f0; 1g , p 2 REJECT (U; y).
The probability is over the hoi es of the shared string U .

3. Zero-knowledge: there is a probabilisti polynomial time ma hine Sim whi h is a simulator for the system: For all probabilisti polynomial time ma hines C , if C generates
x 2 L and z 2 W L(x) then,
jP rob[C (w) = 1jw 2R Sim(x)℄ P rob[C (w) = 1jw 2R CONV (x; z)℄j < p(1n)
for all polynomials p and suÆ iently large n.

In the onstru tion of the non-malleable ryptosystem in Se tion 3, non-intera tive zeroknowledge proof systems are used to prove that en ryptions generated under independent
keys orrespond to the same plaintext. This is similar to their appli ation in [61℄.

2.2 De nitions Spe i

to Non-Malleability

In any intera tive proto ol (A; B ) for primitive P , party A has an intended value. In the
ase of en ryption it is the value en rypted in (B )'s publi key; in string ommitment it is
the string to whi h (A) ommits; in a zero-knowledge proof it is the theorem being proved
intera tively. The intended value is a generalization of the notion of an input. Indeed, when
(A) is non-faulty we may refer to the intended value as an input to A. However, we do not
know how to de ne the input to a faulty pro essor that an, for example, refuse to ommit
to it. In this ase we may need to substitute in a default value. The term intended value
overs ases like this.
We sometimes refer to (A) as the Sender and to (B ) as the Re eiver. We use the
verb to send to mean, as appropriate, to send an en rypted message, to ommit to, and to
prove knowledge of. Intuitively, in ea h of these ases information is being transmitted, or
sent, from the Sender to the Re eiver.
Intera tive proto ols (A; B ), in luding the simple sending of an en rypted message,
are exe uted in a ontext, and the parti ipants have a ess to the history pre eding the
proto ol exe ution. When (A) has intended value , we assume both parties have a ess
to hist( ), intuitively, information about the history that leads to (A) running the proto ol
with intended value .
In some ases we also assume an underlying probability distribution D on intended
values, to whi h both parties have a ess (that is, from whi h they an sample in polynomial
time).
An adversarially oordinated system of intera tive proto ols

h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i

onsists of two intera tive proto ols (A; B ) and (C; D), an adversary A ontrolling the
agents (B ) and (C ), the ommuni ation between these agents, and the times at whi h
all agents take steps.
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Generally, we are interested in the situation in whi h A = C and B = D, for example,
when both intera tive proto ols are the same bit ommitment proto ol. Thus, for the
remainder of the paper, unless otherwise spe i ed, (A; B ) = (C; D), but (A); (B ); (C )
and (D) are all distin t.
Consider the adversarially oordinated system h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i. In
an exe ution of this system, (A) sends an intended value 2R D in its onversation with
(B ), and (C ) sends an intended value in its onversation with (D). If (C ) fails to
do so { e.g., fails to respond to a query, is aught heating, or produ es invalid iphertexts
{ we take to be all zeros.
We treat \ opying" slightly di erently in the ontext of en ryption, whi h is nonintera tive, and in the ommitment and zero-knowledge settings, whi h are intera tive.
In parti ular, our results are stronger for en ryption, sin e our onstru tion rules out anything but exa t opying of the iphertext. Thus, seeing the iphertext does not help the
adversary to onstru t a di erent en ryption of the same message. In the intera tive setting
we only ensure that if 6= , then the two values are unrelated. We use identities ( hosen
by the users and not enfor ed provided by any authenti ation me hanism) to for e and
to be di erent. In parti ular, if the adversary wishes to be a transparent intermediary, then
we do not bother to rule out the ase in whi h the adversary ommits to or proves exa tly
the same string as A does, even if it gives a di erent ommitment (to the same value) or a
di erent proof (of the same theorem).
We now formally de ne the non-malleability guarantee in the intera tive setting. A relation approximator R is a probabilisti polynomial time Turing ma hine taking two inputs5
and produ ing as output either zero or one. The purpose of the relation approximator is
to measure the orrelation between and . That is, R measures how well the adversary
manages to make depend on . In the intera tive settings, we restri t our attention to
the spe ial lass of relation approximators whi h on input pairs of the form (x; x) always
output zero. The intuition here is that we annot rule out opying, but intuitively this is
not the ases in whi h the adversary \su eeds."
When we dis uss omposition (or parallel exe ution) we will extend the de nition so
that the rst input is a tually a ve tor V of length k. The intuition here is that C may
have a ess to several intera tions with, and values sent by, non-faulty players. In that ase,
the approximator must output zero on inputs (V; y) in whi h y is either a omponent of
V , orresponding to the ase in whi h (C ) sends the same value as one of the non-faulty
players (in the ase of en ryption this is ruled out by the de nition of the adversary).
Given a probability distribution on the pair of inputs, there is an a priori probability,
taken over the hoi e of intended values and the oin ips of R, that R will output one. In
order to measure the orrelation between and we must ompare R's behavior on input
pairs ( ; ) generated as des ribed above to its behavior on pairs ( ; ), where is sent
without a ess to the sending of (although as always we assume that (C ) has a ess to
D and hist( )).
An adversary simulator for a ommitment (zero-knowledge proof of knowledge) s heme
S with input distribution D and polynomial time omputable fun tion hist, is a probabilisti
polynomial time algorithm that, given hist, hist( ), and D, produ es an intended value .
5

Sometimes we will need R to take three inputs, the third being in plaintext.
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Consider an adversarially oordinated system of intera tive proto ols h(A; B ); (C; D); A :
(B ) $ (C )i where (A; B ) and (C; D) are both instan es of S , and  is the set of legal
input pairs to the two parties exe uting S . A may hoose any probabilisti polynomial time
sampleable distribution D on the joint distribution to all four players,
(A); (B ); (C ); (D);
respe tively, where the inputs to (A) and (B ) are onsistent with . Let ( ; x; y; Æ) 2R D.
For any relation approximator R, let (A; R) denote the probability, taken over all hoi es
of (A), (D), A, and R, that A, given x, y, hist( ), and parti ipation in the (A; B )
exe ution in whi h (A) sends , auses (C ) to send in the (C; D) exe ution, su h that
R( ; ) outputs 1, under some spe i ed form of atta k (Sin e (C ) is under ontrol of the
adversary there is no reason that should equal y.)
Similarly, for an adversary simulator A0 hoosing a joint distribution D0 for all four
players where the inputs to (A) and (B ) are onsistent with , for ( ; x; y; Æ) 2R D0 , let
A0 have a ess to x, y, and hist( ), and let A0 send . Let 0 (A0; R) denote the probability,
taken over the the hoi es made of A0 , and the hoi es of R, that R( ; ) = 1.

De nition 2.6 A s heme S for a primitive P is non-malleable with respe t to itself under
a given type of atta k G, if for all adversarially oordinated systems h(A; B ); (C; D); A :
(B ) $ (C )i where (A; B ) = (C; D) = S , where A mounts an atta k of type G, there exists
an adversary simulator A0 su h that for all relation approximators R, j (A; R) 0 (A0 ; R) j
is subpolynomial6 .

This de nition is appli able to all three primitives. As stated above, the pre ise atta k
against the system is ru ial to the de nition of A and hen e of (A; R). In parti ular, when
we dis uss en ryption in Se tion 3, we will spe ify the nature of the adversary pre isely.
The de nition makes sense for all types of atta k, with the appropriate hoi es of (A; R).
Finally, we must spe ify the \unit" whi h we are trying to prote t, i.e., is it a single
en ryption or several.

Remark 2.3 There are three possible interpretations of De nition 2.6, a ording to the
running time of A0 :
1. A0 runs in xed polynomial time; this is stri t non-malleability (we usually drop the
appellation \stri t").
2. A0 runs in expe ted polynomial time; in a ordan e with Goldrei h's taxonomy for
zero-knowledge, we all this liberal [35℄ non-malleability.
3. For every " there exists A0 running in time polynomial in n and " 1 su h that
j (A; R) 0 (A0; R) j < "; this is "-malleability, this time in analogy to "-knowledge
([42℄; see also [29℄).
Our publi -key ryptosystem is stri tly non-malleable. M. Fis hlin and R. Fis hlin have
pointed out that we do not prove stri t non-malleability in our ommitment s heme; however,
we prove both liberal non-malleability and "-malleability.

In the previous version of this paper the order of quanti ers was 8R8A9A0 , yielding a possibly weaker
de nition. However, all the onstru tions in our work satisfy the stronger order of quanti ers given here.
Now all our de nitions share a ommon order of quanti ers.
6
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2.3 System Model
We assume a ompletely asyn hronous model of omputing. For simpli ity, we assume
FIFO ommuni ation links between pro essors (if the links are not FIFO then this an be
simulated using sequen e numbers). We do not assume authenti ated hannels.
We do not assume the usual model of a xed number of mutually aware pro essors.
Rather, we assume a more general model in whi h a given party does not know whi h other
parties are urrently using the system. For example, onsider a number of inter onne ted
omputers. A user (\agent") an log into any ma hine and ommuni ate with a user on
an adja ent ma hine, without knowing whether a given third ma hine is a tually in use at
all, or if the se ond and third ma hines are urrently in ommuni ation with ea h other. In
addition, the user does not know the set of potential other users, nor need it know anything
about the network topology.
Thus, we do not assume a given user knows the identities of the other users of the
system. On the other hand, our proto ols may make heavy use of user identities. One
diÆ ulty is that in general, one user may be able to impersonate another. There are several
ways of avoiding this. For example, Ra ko and Simon [63℄ propose a model in whi h ea h
sender possesses a se ret asso iated with a publi ly known identifying key issued by a trusted
enter.
In the s enario of inter onne ted omputers des ribed above, an identity ould be omposed of the omputer serial number and a timestamp, possibly with the addition of the
laimed name of the user. In the absen e of some way of verifying laimed identities, exa t
opying of the pair, laimed identity and text, annot be avoided, but we rule out essentially
all other types of dependen e between intended values.
We an therefore assume that the intended value sent by (A) ontains as its rst
omponent a user identity, whi h may or may not be veri able. Fix a s heme S and an
adversarially oordinated system of intera tive proto ols h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i
where (A; B ) and (C; D) are both instan es of S , and let and be sent by (A) and (C ),
respe tively. Then, whether or not the identities an be he ked, if S is non-malleable and
6= , then 's dependen e on is limited to dependen e on hist( ). In addition, if the
identities an be he ked then 6= .
In order to avoid assumptions about the lengths of intended values sent, we assume the
spa e of legal values is pre x-free.

3 Non-Malleable Publi Key Cryptosystems
A publi -key ryptosystem allows one parti ipant, the owner, to publish a publi key, keeping
se ret a orresponding private key. Any user that knows the publi key an use it to send
messages to the owner; no one but the owner should be able to read them. In this se tion
we show how to onstru t non-malleable publi key ryptosystems. The de nitions apply,
mutatis mutandi, to private key ryptosystems. As was done by [45℄ in 1984 in the ontext
of digital signatures, when de ning the se urity of a ryptosystem one must spe ify (a) the
type of atta k onsidered and (b) what it means to break the ryptosystem.
The ryptosystem we onstru t is se ure against hosen iphertext atta ks. In fa t it
is se ure against a more severe atta k suggested by Ra ko and Simon [63℄ and whi h
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we all hosen iphertext in the post-pro essing mode (CCA-post): The atta ker knows
the iphertext she wishes to ra k while she is allowed to experiment with the de ryption
me hanism. She is allowed to feed it with any iphertext she wishes, ex ept for the exa t
one she is interested in. Thus the atta ker is like a student who steals a test and an
ask the professor any question, ex ept the ones on the test. This is the rst publi key
ryptosystem to be provably se ure against su h atta ks. Indeed, (plain) RSA [64℄ and the
implementation of probabilisti en ryption based on quadrati residuousity [43℄ are inse ure
against a hosen iphertext postpro essing atta k.
Malleability, as de ned in Se tion 2.2 spe i es what it means to \break" the ryptosystem. Informally, given a relation R and a iphertext of a message , the atta ker A is
onsidered su essful if it reates a iphertext of su h that R( ; ) = 1. The ryptosystem is non-malleable under a given atta k G if for every A mounting an atta k of type G,
there is an A0 that, without a ess to the iphertext of , su eeds with similar probability
as A in reating a iphertext of su h that R( ; ) = 1. Given the notion of semanti
se urity with respe t to relations and Theorem 2.2, non-malleability is learly an extension
of semanti se urity. See Se tion 3.4.2 for the relationship between non-malleability and
the type of atta k.
We now de ne pre isely the power of the CCA-post adversary A. Let R be a polynomial
time omputable relation. Let n be the se urity parameter. A re eives the publi key
e 2R GP (n) and an adaptively hoose a sequen e of iphertexts 1 ; 2 ; : : :. On ea h of them
A re eives the orresponding plaintext. It then produ es a distribution M on messages of
length `(n), for some polynomial `, by giving the polynomial time ma hine that an generate
this distribution. A then re eives as a hallenge a iphertext 2R Ee (m) where m 2R M,
together with some \side-information" about m in the form of hist(m), where hist is some
polynomially omputable fun tion. A then engages in a se ond sequen e of adaptively
hoosing iphertexts 01 ; 02 ; : : :. The only restri tion is that 6= 01 ; 02 ; : : : : At the end of the
pro ess, A produ es a polynomially bounded length ve tor of iphertexts (f1 ; f2 ; : : :) not
ontaining the hallenge iphertext , with ea h fi 2 Ee ( i ), and a leartext string  whi h
we assume ontains a des ription of M7 . Let = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :). A is onsidered to have
su eeded with respe t to R if R(m; ; ). (We separate from  be ause the goal of the
adversary is to produ e en ryptions of the elements in .) Let (A; R) be the probability
that A su eeds where the probability is over the oin- ips of the key generator, A; M and
the en ryption of m.
Let A0 be an adversary simulator that does not have a ess to the en ryptions or to
the de ryptions, but an pi k the distribution M0 . On input e, A0 produ es M0 and then
m 2R M0 is hosen. A0 re eives hist(m) and without the bene t of the hosen iphertext
atta k should produ e a ve tor of iphertexts (f1 ; f2 ; : : :), where ea h fi 2 Ee ( i ), and a
string  ontaining M0 . Let = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :). As above, A0 is onsidered to have su eeded
with respe t to R if R(m; ; ). Let 0 (A0 ; R) be the probability that A0 su eeds where
the probability is over the oin- ips of the key generator, A0 and M0 .
In the publi key ontext  serves no purpose other than providing the des ription of M as an input
to R, sin e in this situation from any plaintexts p 2 M that are part of  it is always possible to ompute
an en ryption of  , so we ould always add an additional fi 2 Ee (p) to our ve tor of iphertexts. However,
we introdu e the possibility of in luding plaintexts p in  so that the de nition an apply to symmetri , or
private key, en ryption.
7
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Note that A0 has a lot less power than A: not only does it not have a ess to the
iphertext en rypting , but it annot perform any type of hosen iphertext atta k, even
in hoosing the distribution M0 . Note also that as in the de nition of semanti ally se ure
with respe t to relations, the fa t that M is given to R prevents A0 from hoosing trivial
distributions.

De nition 3.1 A s heme S for publi -key ryptosystems is non-malleable with respe t to
hosen iphertext atta ks in the post-pro essing mode, if for all probabilisti polynomial time
adversaries A as above there exists a probabilisti polynomial time adversary simulator A0
su h that for all relations R( ; ; ) omputable in probabilisti polynomial time, j (A; R)
0 (A0 ; R) j is subpolynomial.
Note that the de nition does not require R to be restri ted (to a relation approximator) as
des ribed in Se tion 2.2.
An illustration of the power of non-malleability under CCA-post atta ks is presented in
Se tion 3.5, where we dis uss an extremely simple proto ol for publi key authenti ation, a
relaxation of digital signatures that permits an authenti ator A to authenti ate messages
m, but in whi h the authenti ation needn't (and perhaps shouldn't!) be veri able by a
third party. The proto ol requires a non-malleable publi key ryptosystem, and is simply
in orre t if the ryptosystem is malleable.
Simple Ideas That Do Not Work
A number of simple andidates for non-malleable ryptosystems ome to mind. Let
E be a ryptosystem semanti ally se ure against a hosen iphertext atta k. Assume for
on reteness that A wishes to send the message m and B wishes to send \1 + the value
sent by A". That is, B , without knowing m, wishes to send m + 1.
One \solution" would be to append to E (m) a non-intera tive zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge of the en rypted value m. The problem with this approa h is that the proof of
knowledge may itself be malleable: on eivably, given E (m) and a proof of knowledge of
m, it may be possible to generate E (m + 1) and a proof of knowledge of m + 1.
Another frequently suggested approa h is to sign ea h message. Thus, to send a message
m, party A sends (E (m); SA (E (m))), where SA is a private signing algorithm for whi h a
publi veri ation key is known. There are two problems with this: rst, it assumes that
senders as well as re eivers have publi keys; se ond, it misses the point: if E is malleable
then B , seeing (E (m); SA (E (m))), simply ignores the se ond omponent, generates E (m +
1), say, based on E (m), and sends (E (m + 1); SB (E (m + 1))).
Yet another suggestion is to put the signature inside the iphertext: A sends E (m Æ
SA (m)). This still su ers from the assumption that A has a publi veri ation key orresponding to SA , and it again misses the point: B is not trying to produ e E (m + 1; SA (m +
1)), but only E (m + 1 Æ SB (m + 1)). The unforgeability properties of SA say absolutely
nothing about B 's ability to produ e an en ryption of SB (m + 1).
One more suggestion is to append an ID to ea h message and send, for example, E (A Æ
m). Again, we do not know how to show that, based only on the semanti se urity of E
against hosen iphertext atta k, seeing E (A Æ m) does not help B to produ e E (B Æ m) or
E (B Æ m + 1).
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Overview of the s heme
The publi key onsists of 3 parts: a olle tion of n pairs of keys he0i ; e1i i, i = 1; : : : ; n,
a random string U for providing zero-knowledge proofs of onsisten y in a non-intera tive
proof system and a universal one-way hash fun tion. U is uniformly distributed be ause it
is to the advantage of its reator (the veri er in the non-intera tive zero-knowledge proof)
that it should be so.
The pro ess of en ryption onsists of 4 parts.
1. An \identity" is hosen for the message by reating a publi signature veri ation key;
the orresponding signing key is kept private. The signing key is only used to sign a
single message, so a one-time signature s heme may be used here.
2. The message is en rypted under several en ryption keys hosen from he0i ; e1i i, i = 1; : : : ; n,
as a fun tion of the publi signature veri ation key hosen in the rst step. The sele tion is made by hashing the publi signature veri ation key using the universal
one-way hash fun tion that is part of the publi key for the ryptosystem.
3. A (non-intera tive zero-knowledge) proof of onsisten y is provided, showing that the
value en rypted under all the sele ted keys is the same one.
4. The en ryptions and the proof are signed using the private signing key hosen in the
rst step.
When a message is de rypted, the signature veri ation key omprising the identity is
used to verify that the signature is valid; the proof of onsisten y of en ryptions is also
he ked. Only then is the (now well de ned) plaintext extra ted.
The hash fun tion is used only for eÆ ien y; without it we would have to in rease n,
the number of en ryption key pairs he0i ; e1i i in the publi key for the ryptosystem. Thus,
intuitively, the hash fun tion plays the a role analogous to the usual role of a hash fun tion in
an implementation of a signature s heme; however, we use it to hash the publi veri ation
key of the (freshly hosen) signature s heme, rather than the text of a message to be signed.
As we will see, the riti al point is that every identity hosen yields a distin t set of keys
under whi h onsistent en ryptions must be reated.
The idea of en rypting under several keys and proving onsisten y appeared in [61℄.
However, in [61℄ every plaintext bit is en rypted under every publi key (there are only
two), while here ea h identity for a message yields a distin t set of keys. Thus, the main
hanges here to the s heme in [61℄ are
1. the addition of an \identity" for ea h message to sele t a distin t set of keys;
2. using a (hash of the) freshly- hosen publi signature veri ation key as the identity;
3. signing the en ryptions under the sele ted keys and the proof of onsisten y with the
(se ret) signing key that orresponds to the identity.
To develop some intuition for how the identities are used, onsider a hypotheti al situation
in whi h all they keys in the pairs he0i ; e1i i, i = 1; : : : ; n, are ompletely malleable, and
suppose further that given a NIZK that one set of en ryptions is onsistent, it is easy to
generate a proof of the true theorem that a set of related en ryptions is also onsistent.
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If (as is the ase in [61℄, where only two keys are used) we were not to use signatures
and we were not to sele t a new set of keys for ea h message (so that an en ryption E (m)
would be a onsistent set of en ryptions under all the e0i and e1i , i = 1; : : : ; n, and a proof of
onsisten y), then given an en ryption E (m), reating an en ryption, say of 2m, would be
easy: use the assumed malleability of all the ebi (m) to reate en ryptions ebi (2m), and use
the assumed malleability of the NIZK to prove (the true theorem) that the resulting set of
en ryptions is onsistent. We ombat this hypotheti al atta k (whi h we annot rule out!)
using the identities, as we now des ribe.
Consider an atta ker that has an en ryption 2R E (m) under our s heme, and wishes to
reate from it an en ryption 2 E (2m). Suppose, as above, that the en ryption fun tions ebi
are ompletely malleable and that the NIZKs are malleable in the sense previously des ribed.
In our ase, the atta ker must reate an identity for the message. Remember that an identity
is the publi veri ation key for a signature s heme. The atta ker an hoose to use the same
identity (signature veri ation key) as in or a di erent one. If the identity is preserved,
this means that the atta ker is using the publi signature veri ation key appearing in , for
whi h he does not know the orresponding signature key. In this ase, while the atta ker
an exploit the malleability of the ebi and the NIZK, in the last step of the en ryption
pro ess he must forge a signature on the new en ryptions and new proof of onsisten y
{ whi h he annot do be ause he does not know the private signing key. On the other
hand, if the atta ker sele ts a new identity for , di erent than the one used in , then,
sin e the identity sele ts the keys ebi under whi h the message is en rypted, for some i the
atta ker will have in only ebi (m) (and he will not have e1i b (m)), but he will need to reate
e1i b (2m), so there will be no way to exploit the malleability of the en ryption s hemes e0i
and e1i . To summarize, non-malleability omes from the fa t that the hoi e of the subsets
and the signature ea h authenti ate the other.
As in [61℄, anyone an de ide whether a iphertext is legitimate, i.e., de rypts to some
meaningful message, by verifying the NIZK proof of onsisten y and he king, using the
signature veri ation key that omprises its identity, that the message is orre tly signed.
Thus, no information is ever gained during an atta k when the de rypting me hanism reje ts
an invalid iphertext.
Intuitively, given E ( ), an atta ker with a ess to a de ryption me hanism an generate a legal iphertext E ( ) and learn , but non-malleability implies that an adversary
simulator an generate E ( ) without a ess to E ( ), where is distributed essentially as
is distributed. Thus is unrelated to (non-malleability), and learning yields no
information about (semanti se urity).

3.1 The Tools
We require a probabilisti publi key ryptosystem that is semanti ally se ure (see Se tion 2.1). Re all that GP denotes the key generator, e and d denote the publi and private
keys, respe tively, and E and D denote, respe tively, the en ryption and de ryption algorithms.
For publi keys e1 ; e2 ; : : : en a onsistent en ryption is a string w that is equal to

Ee1 (b; r1 ); Ee2 (b; r2 ); : : : ; Een (b; rn )
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for some b 2 f0; 1g and r1 ; r2 ; : : : ; rn 2 f0; 1gp(n) , for some polynomial p. The language
of onsistent en ryptions L = fe1 ; e2 ; : : : en ; wjw is a onsistent en ryptiong is in NP. For a
given word w = Ee1 (b; r1 ); Ee2 (b; r2 ); : : : ; Een (b; rn ), the sequen e r1 ; r2 ; : : : ; rn is a witness
for its membership in L. In order to prove onsisten y we need a non-intera tive zeroknowledge proof system for L, as de ned in Se tion 2.1. Re all that the system onsists
of a prover, a veri er, and a ommon random string U known to both the prover and the
veri er and that su h a s heme an be based on any trapdoor permutation. Note that the
length of U depends only on the se urity parameter and not on the number of messages to
be en rypted over the lifetime of this publi key.
The ryptosystem uses a universal family of one-way hash fun tions as de ned in [60℄.
This is a family of fun tions H su h that for any x and a randomly hosen h 2R H the
problem of nding y 6= x su h that h(y) = h(x) is intra table. The family we need should
ompress from any polynomial in n bits to n bits. In [65℄ su h families are onstru ted from
any one-way fun tion.
Finally we need a one-time signature s heme, whi h onsists of GS , the s heme generator
that outputs F , the publi -key of the signature s heme, and P the private key. Using the
private key P any message an be signed in su h a way that anyone knowing F an verify the
signature and no one who does not know the private key P an generate a valid signature
on any message ex ept the one signed. For exa t de nition and history see [5, 45, 60℄.

3.2 The Non-Malleable Publi -Key En ryption S heme
We are now ready to present the s heme S .

Key generation.
1. Run GP (1n ), the probabilisti en ryption key generator, 2n times. Denote the output
by
(e01 ; d01 ); (e11 ; d11 ); (e02 ; d02 ); (e12 ; d12 ); : : : (e0n ; d0n ); (e1n ; d1n ):
2. Generate random referen e string U .
3. Generate h 2R H .
The publi en ryption key is

hh; e ; e ; e ; e ; : : : ; en ; en ; U i
and the orresponding private de ryption key is hd ; d ; d ; d ; : : : ; dn ; dn i.
0
1

1
1

0
2

1
2

0

0
1

1

1
1

0
2

1
2

0

1

En ryption. To en rypt a message m = b1 ; b2 ; : : : bk :
1. Run GS (1n ), the signature key generator. Let F be the publi signature key and P
be the private signature key.
2. Compute h(F ). Denote the output by the n-bit string v1 v2 : : : vn .
3. For ea h 1  i  k
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(a) For 1  j  n
i. generate random rij 2R f0; 1gp(n)
ii. generate ij = Eevj (bi ; rij ), an en ryption of bi using evj j .

(b) Run P on
string U to

j
v
v
v
1
i = e1 ; e22 ; : : : ; enn ; i1 ; i2 ; : : : in ,
get a proof pi that i 2 L.

with witness ri1 ; ri2 ; : : : ; rin and

4. Create a signature s of the sequen e ( 1 ; p1 ), ( 2 ; p2 ), : : : ; ( k ; pk ) using the private
signature key P .
The en rypted message is

hF; s; ( ; p ); ( ; p ) : : : ( k ; pk )i:
1

1

2

2

De ryption. To de rypt a iphertext hF; s; ( 1 ; p1 ), ( 2 ; p2 ),: : : ; ( k ; pk )i:
1. Verify that s is a signature of ( 1 ; p1 ),( 2 ; p2 ),: : : ; ( k ; pk ) with publi signature key F .
2. For all 1  i  k verify that

i

is onsistent by running the veri er V on i ; pi ; U .

3. Compute h(F ). Denote the output by v1 v2 : : : vn .
4. If V a epts in all k ases, then for all 1  i  k retrieve bi by de rypting using any
one of hdv11 ; dv22 ; : : : ; dvnn i. Otherwise the output is null.
Note that, by the proof of onsisten y, the de ryptions a ording to the di erent keys in
Step 4 are identi al with overwhelming probability.
From this des ription it is lear that the generator and the en ryption and de ryption
me hanisms an be operated in polynomial time. Also if the de ryption me hanism is given
a legitimate iphertext and the right key it produ es the message en rypted.

3.3 Non-Malleable Se urity Under CCA-Post Atta k

We now prove the non-malleability of the publi key en ryption s heme S under a hosen
iphertext post-pro essing atta k. We de ne a related s heme S 0 whose (malleable) semanti
se urity with respe t to relations under hosen plaintext atta k is straightforward. We
then argue that the semanti se urity of S 0 under hosen plaintext atta k implies the nonmalleability of S under hosen iphertext post-pro essing atta k.

The Cryptosystem S 0 :
1. Run GP (1n ), the probabilisti en ryption key generator, n times. Denote the output
by
(e1 ; d1 ); (e2 ; d2 ); : : : (en ; dn ):
The publi key is the n-tuple he1 ; : : : ; en i; the private key is the n-tuple hd1 ; : : : ; dn i.
2. To en rypt a message m = b1 ; b2 ; : : : bk
3. For 1  j  n
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 For 1  i  k


(a) generate random rij 2R f0; 1gp(n)
(b) generate ij = Eej (bi ; rij ), an en ryption of bi under publi key ej using
random string rij .
Let j = 1j ; 2j ; : : : ; kj ( j is the j th en ryption of m).

4. The en ryption is the n-tuple h 1 ; 2 ; : : : ;

n i.

5. To de rypt an en ryption h 1 ; : : : ; n i, ompute mj = Ddj ( j ) for 1  j  n. If
m1 = m2 = : : : = mn then output m1 ; otherwise output \invalid en ryption."

Lemma 3.1 The publi key en ryption s heme S 0 is semanti ally se ure with respe t to
relations under hosen plaintext atta k.
2
We will prove non-malleability of S by redu tion to the semanti se urity of S 0 . To
this end, we de ne an adversary B that, on being given an en ryption under S 0 , generates
an en ryption under S . As above, we abuse notation slightly: given a publi key E in S
(respe tively, E 0 in S 0 ), we let E (m) (respe tively, E 0 (m)) denote the set of en ryptions of
m obtained using the en ryption algorithm for S (respe tively, for S 0 ) with publi key E
(respe tively, E 0 ).

Notation. In the sequel, adversaries A and A0 are adversaries against the s heme S .
Adversaries B and B0 are adversaries against the system S 0 .
Pro edure for B: Given a publi key E 0 = he1 ; : : : ; en i in S 0 :
Prepro essing Phase:

1. Generate n new (e; d) pairs.
2. Run the simulator for the non-intera tive zero-knowledge proof of onsisten y to generate a random string U (the simulator should be able to produ e a proof of onsisten y
of n en ryptions that will be given to it later on).
3. Choose a random hash fun tion h 2R H .
4. Run GS (1n ) to obtain a signature s heme (F; P ), where F is the publi veri ation
key.
5. Compute h(F ). Arrange the original n keys and the n new keys so that the keys
\ hosen" by h(F ) are the original n. Let E denote the resulting publi key (instan e
of S ).
Simulation Phase:

1. Run A on input E . A adaptively produ es a polynomial length sequen e of en ryptions
x1 ; x2 ; : : :. For ea h xi produ ed by A, B veri es the signatures and the proofs of
onsisten y. If these veri ations su eed, B de rypts xi by using one of the new
de ryption keys generated in Prepro essing Step 1, and returns the plaintext to A.
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2.

A produ es a des ription of M, the distribution of messages it would like to atta k.
B outputs M. We will show that the semanti se urity of S 0 with respe t to relations under hosen plaintext atta k implies the non-malleability of S under hosen

iphertext post-pro essing atta k.
3. B is given 0 2R E 0 (m) and hist(m) for m 2R M. It produ es a iphertext 2 E (m)
using the simulator of Prepro essing Step 2 to obtain a (simulated) proof of onsisten y
and the private key P generated at Prepro essing Step 5 to obtain the signature.

4. Give A the iphertext and hist(m). As in Simulation Step 1, A adaptively produ es
a sequen e of en ryptions x01 ; x02 ; : : : and B veri es their validity, de rypts and returns
the plaintexts to A.
Extra tion Phase:

A produ es the ve tor of en ryptions (E ( ); E ( ); : : :) and a string . B produ es =
1

2

( 1 ; 2 ; : : :) by de rypting ea h E ( i ) as in the simulation phase and outputs and . This
on ludes the des ription of B.

Lemma 3.2 Let A be an adversary atta king the original s heme S . On input E 0 and
0 2R E 0 (m), let E be generated by B as above, and let be the en ryption of m under E
reated by B in Simulation Step 3. Let  6= be any iphertext under E , generated by A.
If the signatures in  are valid ( an be veri ed with the publi signature veri ation key in
 ), then B an de rypt  .
Proof. Let F 0 be the publi signature veri ation key in  . If F 0 6= F , then by the
se urity of the universal one-way hash fun tions, h(F 0 ) 6= h(F ) (otherwise using A one
ould break H ). Thus, at least one of the en ryption keys generated in Prepro essing
Step 1 of the pro edure for B will be used in  . Sin e B generated this en ryption key and
its orresponding de ryption key, B an de rypt.
We now argue that F 0 6= F (that is, that we must be in the previous ase). Sin e A
has not seen F or anything depending on F during its hosen iphertext atta k in Step 1 of
the Simulation Phase, the probability that A uses F 0 = F in a iphertext during this step
is negligible. Suppose for the sake of ontradi tion that after it has seen F in the target
iphertext , A uses F 0 = F in  . Then by the se urity of the signature s heme, only the
original iphertexts and proofs of onsisten y ( 1 ; p1 ) : : : ( n ; pn ) from Prepro essing Step 2
and Simulation Step 3 an be signed; otherwise A ould be used to break the signature
s heme. This for es  = , ontradi ting the fa t that  6= . 2

Note that in Step 3 of the Simulation Phase the ve tor 0 is a legitimate en ryption under
0
E and therefore is a ve tor of onsistent en ryptions, so the simulated non-intera tive proof
of onsisten y is a proof of a true theorem. Note also that this is the only pla e in whi h a
proof is simulated by B. Thus, even though the shared random string is used to generate
many proofs of onsisten y during the lifetime of the publi key, the zero-knowledge property
we will need for the proof is only for a single theorem, sin e the only simulated proof will
be on the target iphertext.
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The next lemma says that, as in the Naor-Yung s heme, A annot distinguish the
\instan e" of S on o ted by B from a real instan e of S , so A is just as likely to break the
on o ted instan e.
For any probabilisti polynomial time relation R, let (B; R) denote the probability
that B, using A as des ribed in the Simulation Phase, generates a ve tor of plaintexts
( 1 ; 2 ; : : :) and a string  su h that R(m; ; ) holds, where = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :). By hoi e of
B, (B; R) is exa tly the probability that A breaks S with respe t to R in the Simulation
phase: A (intera ting with B), generates  and a ve tor of en ryptions (E ( 1 ); E ( 2 ); : : :);
by Lemma 3.2, B an de rypt these values, and so outputs i , i = 1; 2; : : :, together with .

Lemma 3.3 For any probabilisti polynomial time relation R, let (B; R) denote the probability that B, using A as des ribed in the Simulation Phase, generates a ve tor of plaintexts
( 1 ; 2 ; : : :) and a string  su h that R(m; ; ) holds, where = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :). Let (A; R)
denote the probability that A breaks a random instan e of S with respe t to R. Then (B; R)
and (A; R) are subpolynomially lose.
Proof. As noted above, (B; R) is exa tly the probability that A breaks S with respe t
to R in the Simulation phase. The only di eren e between the instan e of S generated by
B and an instan e of S generated at random is in the referen e string U and the proof of
onsisten y for the target iphertext: in the former ase these are produ ed by the simulator
(Steps 2 and 3 of the Simulation Phase) and in the latter ase they are authenti . The
lemma therefore follows immediately from the de nition of non-intera tive zero knowledge
(De nition 2.5): any di eren e between the two probabilities an be translated into an
ability to distinguish a simulated proof from a true proof. 2

Theorem 3.4 The publi -key en ryption s heme S is non-malleable against hosen iphertexts atta ks in the post-pro essing mode.
Proof. Let A be any polynomially bounded adversary and assume for the sake of ontradi tion that A and the probabilisti polynomial time omputable relation R witness the
malleability of S under a hosen iphertext post-pro essing atta k. We will use the semanti
se urity of S 0 with respe t to relations to derive a ontradi tion by exhibiting an adversary
simulator A0 that, without a ess to the target iphertext and without mounting any kind
of hosen iphertext atta k against S , does (negligibly lose to) as well as A at breaking S
(in the malleability sense).
Let E 0 be an en ryption key in S 0 . Let B be as des ribed above. B generates an
en ryption key E in S , invokes A on E to obtain a message distribution M, and outputs
M. B is then given a iphertext 0 = E 0 (m), for m 2R M, generates a iphertext = E (m),
and presents E and to A. If A produ es valid en ryptions E ( i ) su h that E ( i ) 6= E (m),
then by Lemma 3.2, B an extra t the i . Let = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :). Let R be any probabilisti
polynomial time omputable relation. By Lemma 3.3, the probability that R(m; ; ) holds
is subpolynomially lose to (A; R).
Re all the de nition of semanti ally se ure with respe t to relations: There exists a
pro edure B0 that \does as well" as B at produ ing messages related to m, in the following
sense. On input (E 0 ; 1n ), B0 outputs a message distribution M0 ; m0 2R M0 is sele ted, but
B0 is not given a ess to the a iphertext for m0, just the hint hist(m0 ). B0 generates 0 ; 0 .
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The de nition of semanti se urity with respe t to relations guarantees that for every B
there exists B0 su h that jPr[R(m; ; )℄ Pr[R(m0 ; 0 ; 0 )℄j   (n), where the probabilities
are over the hoi e of publi key, the oin ips of B and B0 respe tively, the hoi es of m
and m0 , and the oin ips in reating the en ryption of m. Note that we are re-randomizing
the publi key: it is hosen afresh for ea h probability.
We use B0 to de ne the adversary simulator A0 whose existen e is mandated by the
de nition of non-malleability under hosen iphertext post-pro essing. On input (E; 1n ),
A0 ignores E and sele ts a publi key for an instan e E 0 of S 0 (with se urity parameter
n). It then runs B0 on (E 0 ; 1n ) to sele t a message spa e M0 . A0 outputs M0 . A message
m0 2R M0 is hosen, and A0 is given hist(m0 ), whi h it forwards to B0 . B0 outputs ( 0 ; 0 ),
where 0 = ( 10 ; 20 ; : : :) is a ve tor of plaintexts. A0 outputs the ve tor of en ryptions
E ( ) = (E ( 10 ); E ( 20 ); : : :), together with 0 .
Clearly 0 (A0 ; R) = 0 (B0 ; R), where the rst term is the probability that A0 su eeds
at produ ing E ( 0 ; 0 ) su h that R(m0 ; 0 ; 0 ) and the se ond term is the probability that
B0 su eeds at the same task.
By hoi e of B0 j0 (B0 ; R) (B; R)j is negligible. This, together with Lemma 3.3 and
the fa t that 0 (A0 ; R) = 0 (B0 ; R), implies that j(A; R) 0 (A0 ; R)j   (n). Therefore
(A; R) annot witness the malleability of S . 2

Corollary 3.5 If there exists a publi -key ryptosystem semanti ally se ure against hosen plaintext atta k and if non-intera tive zero-knowledge satisfying the requirements of
De nition 2.5 is possible, then there exists a non-malleable publi -key ryptosystem se ure
against hosen iphertexts atta ks in the post-pro essing mode. In parti ular, if trapdoor
permutations exist, then su h ryptosystems exist.
An interesting open problem is whether one an rely on the existen e of a publi -key
ryptosystem semanti ally se ure against hosen plaintext atta ks alone to argue that nonmalleable publi -key ryptosystems se ure against hosen iphertexts atta ks in the postproessing mode exist. Two assumptions that are known to be suÆ ient for semanti ally se ure
publi -key ryptosystems se ure against plaintext atta ks, but where the existen e of the
stronger kind of ryptosystems is not lear are the hardness of the DiÆe-Hellman (sear h)
problem and the unique shortest ve tor problem (used in the Ajtai-Dwork ryptosystem
[1℄).

3.4 Remarks
3.4.1 On Ve tors of En ryptions
1. We have de ned non-malleable publi key en ryptions to over the ase in whi h A
produ es a ve tor of en ryptions (E ( 1 ); : : : ; E ( n )), having been given a ess to only a
single E ( ). It is natural to ask, what happens if A is given a ess to to en ryptions of
multiple 's, (E ( 1 ); : : : ; E ( n )). Se urity under this type of omposition is, intuitively,
a sine qua non of en ryption. A simple \hybrid" argument shows that any non-malleable
publi key ryptosystem is se ure in this sense: seeing the en ryptions of multiple 's does
not help the adversary to generate an en ryption of even one related .
2) The omputational diÆ ulty of generating a single E ( ) for a related does not
imply the omputational diÆ ulty of generating a ve tor (E ( 1 ); : : : ; E ( n )) su h that
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R( ; 1 ; : : : ; n ) holds. We next des ribe a ounter-example in the ase of a hosen iphertext pre-pro essing atta k. Let E 0 be a non-malleable ryptosystem under hosen
iphertext pre-pro essing atta k. Let E (m) be onstru ted as (E00 (m0 ); E10 (m1 )), where
m = m0  m1 . Given a iphertext of this form, the adversary an onstru t two iphertexts: (E00 (m0 ); E10 (0)) and (E00 (0); E10 (m1 )). The parity of the two de rypted values is:
(m0  0)  (0  m1 ) = m0  m1 = m. On the other hand, it an be shown from the nonmalleability of the Ei0 that seeing E (m) is of no assistan e in generating a single en ryption
E (m0 ) su h that R(m; m0 ) .
3.4.2 Se urity Taxonomy and Comparisons
We have dis ussed two notions of breaking a ryptosystem, semanti se urity and nonmalleability, and three types of atta ks:

 Chosen plaintext.
 Chosen iphertext atta k in the pre-pro essing mode (CCA-pre).
 Chosen iphertext atta k in the post-pro essing mode (CCA-post).
This yields six types of se urity and the question is whether they are all distin t and whi h
impli ations exist. Two immediate impli ations are (i) non-malleable se urity implies semanti se urity under the same type of atta k and (ii) se urity against hosen iphertext
post-pro essing atta ks implies se urity against hosen iphertext atta ks in the prepro essing mode whi h in turn implies se urity against hosen plaintext atta ks, using the same
notion of breaking the ryptosystem. We now explore other possibilities - the dis ussion is
summarized in summarized in Figure 1.
The rst observation is that if a ryptosystem is semanti ally se ure against hosen
iphertext post-pro essing atta ks, then it is also non-malleable against hosen iphertext
post-pro essing atta ks, sin e the power of the adversary allows it to de rypt whatever
iphertext it generated. On the other hand, it is not diÆ ult to start with a ryptosystem
that is se ure against hosen iphertext atta k in the prepro essing mode and make it
only se ure against a hosen plaintext atta k (under any notion of breaking), as we now
explain. For the ase of semanti se urity, simply add to the de ryption me hanism the
instru tion that on input all 0's outputs the private-key. The ase of non-malleable se urity
is more subtle. Choose a xed random iphertext 0 , and instru t the de ryption me hanism
to output the de ryption key when presented with input 0 . In addition, instru t the
de ryption me hanism to output 0 on input all 0's.
There is a simple method for \removing" non-malleability without hurting semanti
se urity: starting with a ryptosystem that is non-malleable against hosen iphertext prepro essing atta ks, one an onstru t a ryptosystem that is only semanti ally se ure against
hosen iphertext pre-pro essing atta ks - add to ea h iphertext a leartext bit whose value
is Xor-ed with the rst bit of the plaintext. Thus, given a iphertext of a message m it
is easy to reate a iphertext of a message where the last bit is ipped, so the s heme is
malleable. However, the semanti se urity remains, as long as the adversary does not have
a ess to the hallenge iphertext while it an a ess the de ryption box.
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Figure 1: Relationship between se urity notions.
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We do not know whether a s heme that is non-malleable against hosen iphertext
pre-pro essingis also non-malleable against hosen iphertext post-pro essing atta k. We
onje ture that whenever de iding whether or not a string represents a legitimate iphertext
(that ould have been generated by any user) is easy (to someone not holding the private
key), non-malleability implies semanti se urity against a hosen iphertext post-pro essing
atta k. From the above dis ussion (summarized in Figure 1), we on lude that of the six
possibilities for se urity of a ryptosystem ( ombinations of the type of atta k and notion
of breaking) we have that either four or ve are distin t8.
Note that the type of ombination to be used depends on the appli ation. For instan e,
for the bidding example given in the introdu tion, if the publi -key is not going to be used
for bidding on more than a single ontra t, and assuming the bids are not se ret after the
bids are opened, then the type of se urity needed is non-malleability against hosen plaintext
atta ks. If the same publi key is to be used for bidding on several ontra ts su essively,
but the se re y of non-winning bids need not be preserved, then non-malleability under
hosen iphertext in the pre-pro essing mode is required. On the other hand, if the same
publi key is to be used for bidding on several ontra ts, and the se re y of non-winning
bids must be preserved, one should use a non-malleable ryptosystem se ure against hosen
iphertext atta ks in the post-pro essing mode.
Finally one may wonder what is the \ orre t" des ription of the notion of breaking a
ryptosystem se ure against hosen iphertext post-pro essing atta ks: semanti se urity
or non-malleable se urity, given their equivalen e under this atta k. We think it is more
helpful to think in terms of non-malleability, sin e the way to think about trying to break
a andidate system is to think of trying to maul the target iphertext(s). This was done
(without the vo abulary of non-malleability) in the re ent work Blei henba her [11℄ (see
Se tion 6).

3.4.3 On Allowing A0 to Choose M0
Having A0 hoose M0 , rather than inheriting M0 = M from A, makes the adversary
simulator weaker: the real adversary A is allowed to mount a hosen- iphertext atta k
before hoosing its target distribution M, while the adversary simulator A0 must hoose
M0 without the bene t of su h an atta k. Sin e the adversary simulator is weaker, 8A9A0 : : :
be omes a stronger requirement on the ryptosystem. Our ryptosystem satis es this strong
requirement.

3.5 Publi Key Authenti ation
In this se tion we informally des ribe a method for obtaining a publi key authenti ation
s heme based on any non-malleable publi key ryptosystem. Our goal is to demonstrate a
\real" proto ol that allows heating in ase the publi -key ryptosystem used is malleable.
In a publi key authenti ation s heme, an authenti ator A hooses a publi key E . The
s heme permits A to authenti ate a message m of her hoi e to a se ond party B . Similar
to a digital signature s heme, an authenti ation s heme an onvin e B that A is willing to
8
For a very re ent dis ussion of the relationship between these notions see Bellare et al. [3℄, where they
show that there are indeed ve distin t possibilities.
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authenti ate m. However, unlike the ase with digital signatures, an authenti ation s heme
need not permit B to onvin e a third party that A has authenti ated m.
Our notion of se urity is analogous to that of existential unforgeability under an adaptive
hosen plaintext atta k for signature s hemes [45℄, where we must make sure to take are of
\man-in-the-middle" atta ks. Let h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i be an adversarially
oordinated system in whi h (A; B ) = (C; D) is a publi key authenti ation proto ol. We
assume that A is willing to authenti ate any number of messages m1 ; m2 ; : : :, whi h may
be hosen adaptively by A. We say that A su essfully atta ks the s heme if (C ) (under
ontrol of A and pretending to have A's identity) su eeds in authenti ating to D a message
m 6= mi , i = 1; 2; : : :.
Proto ol P = (A; B ) for A to Authenti ate Message m to B :
A's publi key is E , hosen a ording to S , a non-malleable publi key ryptosystem
se ure against hosen iphertext atta ks in the postpro essing mode (e.g., the one from
Se tion 3.2).
1. A sends to B : \A wishes to authenti ate m." (This step is unne essary if m has
previously been determined.)
2. B hooses r 2R f0; 1gn and omputes and sends the "query"

2R E (m Æ r) to A.

3. A de rypts and retrieves r and m. If the de ryption is of the right format (i.e.,
the rst omponent of the de rypted pair orresponds to the message that is to be
authenti ated), then A sends r to B .

Lemma 3.6 Given an adversary B that an break the authenti ation proto ol P with probability , one an onstru t an adversary A for breaking the (presumed non-malleable)
en ryption s heme E with probability at least =p(n) 2 n for some polynomial p.
Proof. The pro edure for A to atta k the ryptosystem is as follows. Assume A's publi
key is E and that the adversary A has a ess to a de ryption box for E . Therefore A an
simulate the system h(A; B ); (C; D); B : (B ) $ (C )i, where (A; B ) = (C; D) = P . Note
that sin e this is a simulation, A an ontrol the messages sent by (D) in the simulation.
Run the system h(A; B ); (C; D); B : (B ) $ (C )i until (C ), under ontrol of B, is about
to authenti ate to D a message m 6= mi , i = 1; 2 : : : not authenti ated by A. (In ase it
is not lear whether D a epts or not, then we just guess when this o urs; when e the
polynomial degradation of .) The distribution M on messages that A will attempt to
maul is Mm = f(m; r)jr 2R f0; 1gn g. Given as the hallenge iphertext, A lets (D)
send the query in the simulation. Let r0 be (C )'s reply. A outputs  2R E (m Æ r0).
The distribution that B sees in the simulation of the adversarially oordinated system
h(A; B ); (C; D); B : (B ) $ (C )i is exa tly as usual. Therefore by assumption the
probability of su ess in authenti ating m is , and with probability  the value r0 is the
orre t one. The relation that is violated is equality:  and en rypt the same string,
whereas given the distribution Mm the probability of produ ing the orre t r without
a ess to E (m Æ r) is 2 n . 2
This solution will be of pra ti al use as soon as the urrent onstru tions of non-malleable
ryptosystems are improved to be more pra ti al. The very re ent onstru tion of Cramer
and Shoup (see Se tion 6) makes this s heme very attra tive.
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Remark 3.7 If the ryptosystem S is malleable, and in parti ular if given an en ryption
of a message  Æ r it is easy (possibly after mounting a CCA-post or other type of atta k)
to generate an en ryption of a message 0 Æ r, where 0 6=  (many ryptosystems have
this property), then there is a simple atta k on the proto ol proposed: as before (C ) is
pretending to be (A). To forge an authenti ation of a message m, when D sends hallenge
= m Æ r, (B ) asks A to authenti ate a message m0 by sending the hallenge 0 = m0 Æ r.
When A replies with r, (C ) sends r to D, who will a ept.
Remark 3.8 As mentioned above, this proto ol provides a weaker form of authenti ation
than digital signatures (no third party veri ation). However, this an be viewed as a feature:
there may be situations in whi h a user does not wish to leave a tra e of the messages the
user authenti ated (\plausible deniability"). We do not know whether the proto ol presented
is indeed zero-knowledge in this sense, i.e., that the re eiver ould have simulated the onversation alone (although it is almost surely not bla k-box zero knowledge [38℄). By adding a
(malleable) proof of knowledge to the string r this an be ensured in the sequential ase. We
do not know if the resulting zero-knowledge authenti ation proto ol remains zero-knowledge
if many exe utions, with the same authenti ator, exe ute on urrently. The straightforward
simulation fails. (See [51℄ for impossibility results for 4-round bla k-box on urrent zeroknowledge proto ols.) Very re ently, an approa h for a hieving deniable authenti ation in
the on urrent setting based on timing onstraints was suggested by Dwork, Naor and Sahai, who also present several eÆ ient proto ols in the standard model (no timing) for the
sequential ase.

3.6 Non-Malleable En ryption in Other Settings
In this se tion we brie y mention non-malleable en ryption in two additional settings: private key ryptography and intera tive publi key ryptography. In both ases we begin with
a known semanti ally se ure system and add authenti ation to a hieve non-malleability.
Private-key En ryption
As mentioned in the beginning of Se tion 3, the de nition of non-malleable se urity is
appli able for private (or shared) key ryptography as well. For example, in their elebrated
paper on a logi of authenti ation [16℄, Burrows, Abadi, and Needham give the following
analysis of a s enario (the Needham-S hroeder authenti ation proto ol) in whi h A and B
share a key KAB . Party B hooses a non e Nb , and sends an en ryption of Nb under KAB
to A. A then responds with an en ryption of Nb 1 under KAB in order for B
\: : : to be assured that A is present urrently : : : Almost any fun tion of Nb
would do as long as B an distinguish his message from A's { thus, subtra tion
is used to indi ate that the message is from A, rather than from B ."
The unproved and unstated assumption here is that KAB provides non-malleable en ryption;
malleability ompletely destroys their reasoning and their proof of se urity, even if there
adversary's a ess to the system is very limited (i.e. an atta k weaker than hosen iphertext
in the pre-pro essing mode).
A hieving non-malleability in the private-key setting is mu h simpler and more eÆ ient
than in the publi -key setting. Let KAB be a private key shared by A and B . We rst
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des ribe a system that is semanti ally se ure against a hosen iphertext atta k in the prepro essing mode: Treat KAB as (K1 ; K2 ) whi h will be used as seeds to a pseudo-random
fun tion f (see [37℄ for de nition of pseudo-random fun tions, [56, 57℄ for re ent onstru tions and [58℄ for a re ent dis ussion on using pseudo-random fun tions for en ryption and
authenti ation). In order to en rypt messages whi h are n bits long we need a pseudorandom fun tion fK : f0; 1g` 7! f0; 1gn , i.e. it maps inputs of length ` to outputs of length
n where ` should be large enough so as to prevent "birthdays", i.e. ollision of randomly
hosen elements. For A to send B a message m, A hooses a random string r 2 f0; 1g` and
sends the pair (r; m  fK1 (r)). Semanti se urity of the system against hosen iphertext
atta k in the pre-pro essing mode follows from the fa t that the pseudo-random fun tion is
se ure against adaptive atta ks. However, this s heme is malleable and not se ure against
a hosen iphertext atta k in the post-pro essing mode: given a iphertext (r; ) one an
reate a iphertext (r; 0 ) where 0 is obtained from by ipping the last bit. This implies
that the orresponding plaintext also has its last bit ipped. In order to thwart su h an
atta k we employ another pseudo-random fun tion gk : f0; 1gn+` 7! f0; 1g` and add a third
omponent to the message:
gK2 (r Æ (m  fK1 (r))):
When de rypting a message (r; ; a) one should rst verify that the third omponent, a,
is indeed proper, i.e. a = gK2 (r Æ ). This a ts as an authenti ation tag for the original
en ryption and prevents an adversary from reating any other legitimate iphertext, ex ept
the ones he was given expli itly. (Re all that by de nition of pseudo-random fun tion,
seeing any number of pairs (r; fK2 (r)) does not yield any information about (r0 ; fKAB (r0 ))
for any new r0 and in parti ular they are unpredi table.)
Sin e it is known that the existen e of one-way fun tions implies the existen e of pseudorandom fun tions [37, 48℄ we have

Theorem 3.9 If one-way fun tions exist, then there are non-malleable private-key en ryption s hemes se ure against hosen iphertext atta ks in the post-pro essing mode.
Sin e it is known that in order to have private key ryptography we must have one-way
fun tions [47℄ we on lude:

Corollary 3.10 If any kind of private-key en ryption is possible, then non-malleable privatekey en ryption se ure against hosen iphertext atta ks in the post-pro essing mode is possible.
Note that the property of \self-validation" enjoyed by the above onstru tion is stronger
than needed for non-malleability, i.e. there are non-malleable ryptosystems that do not
have this property: one an start with a non-malleable private-key ryptosystem and add
to it the possibility of en ryption using a pseudo-random permutation; this possibility is
never (or rarely) used by the legitimate en rypter, but may be used by the adversary. The
resulting ryptosystem is still non-malleable but not self-validating, sin e the adversary an
reate iphertexts of random messages.
For a re ent appli ation of the above onstru tion to the se urity of remotely-keyed
en ryption see Blaze et al [10℄.
Intera tive En ryption
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The se ond setting resembles the one studied by Goldwasser, Mi ali, and Tong [46℄,
in whi h they onstru ted an intera tive publi key ryptosystem se ure against hosen
iphertext atta k (see also [34, 67℄). An \intera tive publi key ryptosystem" requires a
publi le storing information for ea h message re ipient, but this information alone is not
suÆ ient for en rypting messages. The additional information needed is hosen intera tively
by the sender and re eiver. To the best of our knowledge, their paper was the rst to
try to ope with an ora le for distinguishing valid from invalid iphertexts in any setting
(intera tive or not). An intera tive system is learly less desirable than what has now ome
to be alled \publi key ryptography," in whi h the publi key is suÆ ient for sending an
en rypted message, without other rounds of intera tion.
The de nitions of non-malleable se urity an be easily adapted to this ase, but when
dis ussing the atta k there is more freedom for the adversary, due to the intera tive nature
of the ommuni ation. In general, we assume that the adversary has omplete ontrol over
the ommuni ation lines and an inter ept and insert any message it wishes. A pre ise
de nition is outside the s ope of this paper.
Our non-malleable intera tive publi key ryptosystem requires a digital signature s heme
that is existentially unforgeable against a hosen message atta k (see the Introdu tion for
an informal de nition of existential unforgeability). Let (Si ; Pi ) denote the private/publi
signature keys of player i (the model assumes that there is a publi dire tory ontaining Pi
for ea h player i that is to re eive messages, but the sender is not required to have a key
in the publi dire tory). The system will also use a publi -key ryptosystem semanti ally
se ure against hosen plaintext atta ks.
The idea for the system is straightforward: for ea h intera tion the re eiver hooses a
fresh publi -key private-key pair that is used only for one message. However, this is not
suÆ ient, sin e an a tive adversary may inter ept the keys and substitute its own keys.
We prevent this behavior by using signatures. A sender j wishing to send a message m to
re eiver i performs the following:
1. Sender j hooses a fresh private/publi pair of signature keys (sj ; pj ) and sends the
publi part, pj , to i (lower ase is used to distinguish pj from what is in the dire tory);
2. Re eiver i hooses a fresh private/publi pair of en ryption and de ryption keys
(Eij ; Dij ), where Eij is semanti ally se ure against hosen plaintext atta k, and sends
Eij together with Si (Eij Æ pj ) (i.e. a signature on the fresh publi -key Eij on atenated with the publi signature key j hose) to j ; j veri es the signature and that pj
is indeed the publi key it sent in Step 1.
3. Sender j en rypts m using Eij and sends Eij (m) together with sj (Eij (m)) to i. Reeiver i veri es that the message en rypted with Eij is indeed signed with the orresponding pj .
Note that the sender may use a one-time signature s heme for (sj ; pj ) and if the re eiver
uses a signature s heme su h as in [27, 22℄, then the approa h is relatively eÆ ient.
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4 A Non-Malleable S heme for String Commitment
We present below a s heme S for string ommitment that is non-malleable with respe t
to itself (De nition 2.6). We rst present S and show some properties of S important in
proving its se urity. We then des ribe a knowledge extra tor algorithm that works not on
S but on S 0 whi h is a (malleable) string ommitment proto ol with a very spe ial relation
to S : knowledge extra tion for S 0 implies non-malleability of S . Thus, in this se tion, the
new S 0 plays a role analogous to the role of S 0 in Se tion 3.
Our non-malleable s heme for string ommitment requires as a building blo k a (possibly
malleable) string ommitment s heme. Su h a s heme, based on pseudo-random generators,
is presented in [55℄ (although any omputational s heme will do). The proto ol des ribed
there is intera tive and requires two phases: rst the re eiver sends a string and then
the sender a tually ommits. However, the rst step of the proto ol an be shared by
all subsequent ommitments. Thus, following the rst ommitment, we onsider string
ommitment to be a one-phase pro edure. In the sequel, when we refer to the string
ommitment in [55℄, we onsider only the se ond stage of that proto ol.
We also require zero-knowledge proofs satisfying the se urity requirements in [35℄. These
an be onstru ted from any bit ommitment proto ol [40℄.
Before we ontinue it would be instru tive to onsider the proto ol of Chor and Rabin
[21℄. They onsidered the \usual" s enario, where all n parties know of one another and
the ommuni ation is syn hronous and pro eeds in rounds. Their goal was for ea h party
to prove to all other parties possession of knowledge of a de ryption key. Every parti ipant
engages in a sequen e of proofs of possession of knowledge. In some rounds the parti ipant
a ts as a prover, proving the possession of knowledge of the de ryption key, and in others
it a ts as a veri er. The sequen e is arranged so that every pair of parti ipants A; C is
separated at least on e, in the sense that there exists a round in whi h C is proving while
A is not. This ensures that C 's proof is independent of A's proof.
Running this proto ol in our s enario is impossible; for example, (1) we make no assumptions about syn hrony of the di erent parties, and (2) in our s enario the parties
involved do not know of one another. However, we a hieve a similar e e t to the te hnique
of Chor and Rabin by designing a arefully ordered sequen e of a tions a player must make,
as a fun tion of an identi er omposed of its external identity, if one exists, and some other
information des ribed below.

4.1 The Non-Malleable String Commitment S heme S

Proto ol S onsists of two general stages. The rst is a string ommitment as in [55℄. The
se ond stage, Basi Commit with Knowledge, onsists of the appli ation of many instan es
of a new proto ol, alled BCK, to the string ommitted to in the rst stage.
Following the ommit stage of two string ommitment proto ols, de iding whether they
en ode the same string is in NP. Therefore there exists a zero-knowledge proof for equality
of two ommitted values. This will be used repeatedly during ea h exe ution of BCK,
whi h we now des ribe. In the following, n is a se urity parameter.
Proto ol BCK( ) (assumes the ommitter has already ommitted to ):
Con urrently run n instan es of the following three steps. All instan es of ea h step are
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(A; B ) intera tion

(C; D) intera tion

BCK1( )

BCK1( )
BCK2( )

BCK2( )
BCK3( )

BCK3( )

Figure 2: BCK( ) is useful to BCK( )
performed at on e.

 BCK1 (Commit): Committer sele ts random x ; x 2 f0; 1gk , where k = j j , and
0

ommits to both of them using the proto ol in [55℄.

1

 BCK2 (Challenge): Re eiver sends Committer a random bit r 2 f0; 1g.
 BCK3 (Response): Committer reveals xr and x r  , and engages in a proof of
onsisten y of x r  with the initial ommitment to and the ommitment to
1

1

x1 r in BCK1. The proof of onsisten y with the initial ommitment is done for all
n instan es together as a single statement.

The intera tive proof in BCK3 is a proof of onsisten y; it need not be proof of knowledge
in the sense of [31℄.

Remark 4.1 From  x1 r , x1 r , and the proof of onsisten y, one an obtain . This
is why we all the proto ol Basi Commit with Knowledge (of ).
Note also that the intera tive proof is of onsisten y; it is not a proof of knowledge in the
sense of [31℄.
In the rest of the se tion we onsider ea h BCKi as single operation, thus it an be
viewed as an operation on an n-dimensional ve tor or array. Note that BCK1 and BCK2
are indeed \instantaneous," in that ea h requires a single send, while BCK3, due to its
intera tive nature, requires more time to arry out. We frequently refer to an instan e of
BCK as a triple.
In the Basi Commit with Knowledge stage of S we apply BCK repeatedly for the
same string, . However, BCK may itself be malleable. To see this, on eptually label
the three steps of BCK as ommitment, hallenge, and response, respe tively. Consider
an h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i in whi h (A; B ) = (C; D) = BCK. Then (C ) an
make its ommitment depend on the ommitment of (A); (B ) an make its hallenge
to (A) depend on the hallenge that (D) poses to (C ), and (C ) an respond to the
hallenge with the \help" of (A)'s response to (B ) (see Figure 2 for the timing of events).
In this ase the triple between (A) and (B ) is, intuitively, useful to (C ). The Basi
Commit with Knowledge stage of S interleaves exe utions of BCK so as to ensure that in
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every exe ution there is some triple for whi h no other triple is useful. This is analogous
to Chor and Rabin ensuring that for every pair of parti ipants A; C there exists a round
in whi h C is proving knowledge while A is not. We say su h a triple is exposed (de ned
pre isely below). This is the key idea in the onstru tion.
The next two sixplet proto ols perform a pair of distin t instan es of BCK( ) in two
di erent interleaved orders. To distinguish between the two instan es of BCK we will refer
to the operation taking pla e at ea h stage and the asso iated variables. Thus i and i+1
are two distin t appli ations of BCK. These Sixplet proto ols will be used to ensure the
existen e of an exposed triple in the Basi Commit with Knowledge. The intention of the
spa ing of the presentation is to larify the di eren e between the proto ols. It has no
meaning with respe t to the exe ution of the proto ols.
0-sixplet

1-sixplet

BCK1( i )
BCK2( i )
BCK3( i )

BCK1( i )

BCK1(
BCK2(
BCK3(

BCK1(
BCK2(
BCK3(

i+1 )
i+1 )
i+1 )

i+1 )
i+1 )
i+1 )

BCK2( i )
BCK3( i )
The di eren e between the two proto ols is the order in whi h we interleave the stages
of the two distin t instan es of the BCK proto ol.
Using these sixplets we an present the s heme S . The identi er I used in the s heme
is the on atenation of the original identity with the ommitment for at stage 1 (by the
\ ommitment" we mean a trans ript of the onversation). Ij denotes the j th bit of I . To
for e an exposed triple we will use the fa t that every two identi ers di er in at least one
bit. This is exa tly the same fa t that was exploited by Chor and Rabin in the syn hronous
\everyone-knows-everyone" model to enfor e the ondition that for every pair of provers
A 6= C , there is a round in whi h C is proving but A is not [21℄. The same fa t is used in
both ases for the same purpose, but we do it without any assumption of syn hrony and
without any assumption that ea h pro essor knows of all other pro essors in the system.
S : Non-Malleable Commitment to String :
 Commit to (e.g., using the proto ol in [55℄).

 For j = 1 to j I j

Exe ute an Ij -sixplet
Exe ute a (1 Ij )-sixplet

End
For simpli ity we will assume that all identi ers I are n bits long. Ea h Ij sixplet and
ea h (1 Ij ) sixplet involves two exe utions of BCK, and ea h of these in turn requires n
on urrent exe utions of BCK1, followed by n on urrent exe utions of BCK2 and then
of BCK3. Thus, a non-malleable string ommitment requires invoking ea h BCKi a total
of 4n2 times.
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4.2 Properties of S

We now show some properties of S that allow us to prove its non-malleability. Suppose that
(A; B ) = (C; D) = S , and suppose further that adversary A ontrols (B ) and (C ). Let
x be the identi er used by (A) and y that used by (C ). If the original identities of (A)
and (C ) are di erent or if the strings to whi h they ommit are di erent, then x 6= y.
(Thus the only ase not overed is opying.) Note also that, given the proofs of onsisten y,
both sender and re eiver know at the end of the ommitment proto ol whether or not the
sender has su eeded in ommitting to a well-de ned value. Thus, the event of su essful
ommitment to some value by (C ) is independent of the value ommitted to by (A).
Ea h run of the two intera tions determines spe i times at whi h the two pairs of
ma hines ex hange messages. The adversary an in uen e these times, but the time at
whi h an intera tion takes pla e is well de ned. Let x and y be the respe tive s hedules.
For 1  i  2n, let

  i be the time at whi h BCK1 begins in the ith instan e of BCK in x;
  i be the time at whi h BCK2 ends in the ith instan e of BCK in x.
1

2

In ontradistin tion, let

 Æi be the time at whi h BCK1 ends in the ith instan e of BCK in y ;
 Æi be the time at whi h BCK2 begins in the ith instan e of BCK2 in y .
1

2

Finally, let

  i and Æi denote the times at whi h BCK3 ends in the ith instan es of BCK in x
3

3

and y , respe tively.

These values are well de ned be ause ea h BCKi involves sequential operations of a single
pro essor. We do not assume that these values are known to the parties involved { there is
no \ ommon lo k."
We an now formalize the intuition, des ribed above, of what it means for a triple in x
to be useful to a triple in y . Formally, the ith triple in x is useful to the j th triple in y
if three onditions hold: (1) 1i < Æ1i ; (2) Æ2j < 2i ; and (3) Æ3j > 2i (see Figure 2).
Let (i) = fj j Æ1j > 1i ^ Æ2j < 2i ^ Æ3j > 2i g. (i) is the set of indi es of triples between
(C ) and (D) for whi h the ith triple between (A) and (B ) an be useful. We say that
a triple j is exposed if j 2= (i) for all i. Our goal is to show that there is at least one exposed
triple in any s hedule. Intuitively, exposed triples are important be ause the ommitter is
for ed to a t on its own, without help from any other on urrent intera tion. Te hni ally,
exposed triples are important be ause they allow the knowledge extra tor to explore the
adversary's response to two di erent queries, without the ooperation of (A).

Claim 4.1 8i

j

i

( )

j  1.

Proof. By inspe tion of the possible interleavings, there exists at most one j for whi h
Æ2j < 2i and Æ3j > 2i . 2
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Claim 4.2 If j1 2 (i1 ) and j2 2 (i2 ) and j1 < j2 , then sixplet(i1 )  sixplet(i2 ), where
sixplet(i) denotes the index of the sixplet ontaining the ith triple.
Proof. Assume to the ontrary that sixplet(i2 ) < sixplet(i1 ). This implies that 2i2 < 1i1 .
By de nition, j1 2 (i1 ) implies 1i1 < Æ1j1 : Similarly, j2 2 (i2 ) implies Æ1j2 < 2j2 . Thus,
Æ1j2 < Æ1j1 : This ontradi ts the assumption that j1 < j2 . 2

Claim 4.3 Let triples 2k 1; 2k form a 0-sixplet in x , and let triples 2` 1; 2` form a
1-sixplet in y . Then there exists a j 2 f2` 1; 2`g su h that neither 2k 1 nor 2k is useful
to triple j in y .
Proof. Assume to the ontrary that the laim does not hold. Thus, both triples have a
useful triple in f2k 1; 2kg. By Claim 4.1 j (2k 1) j  1, and j (2k) j  1. Therefore, ea h
of the two triples should be useful. A simple look at the time s ale implies that for either
mat hing between the pairs, it should be the ase that 12k < Æ12` . Thus, 22k 1 < Æ22` and
22k 1 < Æ22` 1 . This implies that 2k 1 is not useful to either of the triples, a ontradi tion.

2

Noti e that the reverse laim does not hold.

Lemma 4.2 For any x 6= y and for any two sequen es x and y , there exists an exposed
triple in y .
Proof. From Claims 4.1 and 4.2, if none of triples 1 through j are exposed and j 2 (i) ,
then sixplet(i)  sixplet(j ). Sin e x 6= y, there exists a bit, say the j th one, at whi h their
ID's di er. Sin e the s heme uses both an Ij -sixplet and 1 Ij -sixplet, there exists some k
su h that the kth sixplet in x is a 0-sixplet while the kth sixplet in y is a 1-sixplet. The
Lemma now follows from Claim 4.3. 2

4.3 The Knowledge Extra tor

Consider an adversarially oordinated system h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i where
(A; B ) and (C; D) are both instan es of S . Intuitively, if (C ) su eeds in ommitting to
a string , then our goal is to extra t . To a hieve this we devise a somewhat di erent
proto ol, alled S 0 , on whi h the extra tor operates, and from whi h it extra ts . This
new proto ol is a string ommitment proto ol that is not ne essarily non-malleable. In
the next se tion we prove that extra tion of from the S 0 -adaptor-S system implies the
non-malleability of S .
The string ommitment s heme S 0 onsists of a Committer P and a Re eiver Q and
takes a parameter m. (As we will see, m = jI j 2 log16 1 , where  is how lose we would like
the extra tion probability to be to the probability of su essful ompletion of the proto ol
by A.)
Proto ol S 0 : P Commits to a string :

 Commit to (e.g., using the proto ol in [55℄).
 Repeat m times:
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1. Q hooses a bit b and requests a b-sixplet; a ording to additional inputs, Q
requests that the b-sixplet be augmented by an additional proof of onsisten y
in step BCK3 of either triple in the b-sixplet;
2. P and Q run a (possibly augmented) b-sixplet;
From the semanti se urity of the regular string ommitment proto ol and from the
zero-knowledge properties, a simulation argument yields the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3 For any strategy of hoosing the sixplets and for any re eiver Q0 , the string
ommitment proto ol S 0 is semanti ally se ure.
2
We provide an adaptor that allows us to emulate to A (and its ontrolled ma hines) a
player A that exe utes S , whereas in reality (B ) (under ontrol of A) ommuni ates with
the sender P of S 0 . S 0 has been designed so that it an a tually tolerate ommuni ating
with many opies of A, with messages from the di erent opies being \multiplexed" by the
adaptor.
In more detail, suppose that player (P ) is running the sender part of S 0 and that player
(B ) is supposed to run the re eiver part of S . ( (B ) might deviate from the proto ol as
written, but the ommuni ation steps are as in S .) It is not hard to onstru t an adaptor
that operates between P and B : whenever (A; B ) alls for a b-sixplet the adaptor \pretends
it is Q" and asks for a b-sixplet; then (B ) and (P ) run the b-sixplet. It should be
lear that the distribution of onversations that (B ) sees when it parti ipates in S and
the distribution of onversations it sees when it parti ipates through the adaptor in S 0 are
identi al.
We are now ready to present the extra tor. Suppose that in the adversarially oordinated
system the probability that (C ) ompletes its part su essfully is . Following the ommit
stage (during whi h C may or may not have ommitted in any meaningful way), we annot
in general hope to extra t with probability greater than . However we an get arbitrarily
lose: we will show that for any  we an su essfully extra t with probability at least
 9 .
Fix  > 0. The knowledge extra tor begins to run S 0 = (P; Q) and S = (C; D) with the
adaptor arranging that A annot distinguish this from the adversarially oordinated system
h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i (see Figure 3) in whi h (A; B ) = (C; D) = S .
On e (C ) ompletes the rst ( ommitment) stage of S , the extra tor freezes the random
tape of A.
A now de nes a tree a ording to all possible messages sent by A and D. The tree
ontains A-nodes and D-nodes, a ording to whi h of the two is the next one to send a
message. The root of the tree orresponds to the point at whi h the tape was frozen. Thus,
the bran hing at ea h node is all possible messages that either A or D an send at that
point. In order to exploit Remark 4.1 we will be interested in D-nodes orresponding to a
BCK2 step. The bran hes orrespond to the di erent possible hallenge ve tors that D an
send in this step. In the sequel, these are the only types of D-node that we will onsider.
The extra tion pro edure runs in a xed polynomial time (in n and  1 ) and su eeds only with probability p. This leads to an -malleable, whi h we suspe t is suÆ ient \for all pra ti al purposes." A modi ation
of the pro edure runs in expe ted polynomial time, and su eeds with probability  (the best possible),
yielding liberal non-malleability. See Remark 4.4.
9
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adversary controlled

P

B

adaptor

running S’

running S

C

D

running S

running S

Figure 3: The S 0 -adaptor-S system used in onstru ting the Extra tor
To enable us to follow more than a single path (that is, to fork) in the tree, we keep at ea h
su h D-node a snapshot of the urrent state, i.e., a opy of A's tapes and the states of A
and D.
A node v is good if all the ommuni ation between C and D up to v is legal (a ording
to the non-malleable proto ol S ) and C su essfully opened and proved whenever it was
asked to do so. Our goal is to identify two nodes having the following properties: (1) at
ea h of the two, C has just ompleted a BCK3 step; (2) the paths to the two nodes depart
in a bran hing at a D-node. As noted in Remark 4.1, given two su h nodes we an extra t
.
To identify su h a pair of nodes, hoose ` = 2 log16 1 , and run the following extra tion
pro edure ` times, ea h time starting again at the root of tree. (Re all that the root of the
tree orresponds to the point at whi h the tape was frozen; we do not re-start (C; D) ea h
time the extra tion pro edure is repeated.)
By Lemma 4.2 every path to a good leaf ontains an exposed triple. Run the S 0 -adaptorS system until an exposed triple j in y is rea hed (or we rea h a bad node). We partition
the exposed triples into two types a ording to the interleavings (the interleavings are shown
pi torially after the types are formally de ned):
happened yet in x between (A) and
 j is of the rst type ifj 8i  i > Æj (nothing
(B )) or 8i s.t.  i < Æ we have  i < Æj (the hallenge in x ends before the hallenge
1

in y begins).

1

1

1

2

2

 j is of the sej ond type if it is not of the rst type and 8i s.t.  i < Æj and  i  Æj we
1

1

2

2

have 2i > Æ3 (the hallenge in x ends after the reply in y ends, so (C ) an't use
the answers from (A; B ) to help it answer hallenges from (D)).

In the rst type of exposure, for ea h i there are two possible interleavings:
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1i
i

2

Æ1j

or

1i
2i

Æ2j

Æ1j
Æ2j

Thus, in the rst type of exposure, there exists a time t, Æ1j  t  Æ2j su h that for all i,
1i  t ) 2i  t. The time t is the maximum of Æ1j and the maximum over all i su h that
1i  Æ1j , of 2i . In this ase, intuitively, for every i su h that the values ommitted to by
(C ) in BCK(j ) may depend on the values ommitted to by (P ) in BCK(i), the queries
made by (Q) to (P ) about these values are independent of the queries made by (D)
to (C ). It follows that (C ) an't get any help from (P ) in answering (D)'s queries in
BCK(j ).
At the point t de ned above, P has no triples of whi h step BCK1 has ompleted but
BCK2 has not yet ended, thus A doesn't play a part in S right now. At this point we fork:
the extra tor reates a new opy of A and D, and runs both this opy and the original,
with ea h opy of D making independent random hallenges in BCK2 of triple j . Note
that with overwhelming probability any two su h hallenge ve tors di er in some position.
Sin e at the point t de ned above the hallenges sent to A in BCK2 of triple i are already
xed, the two opies of BCK3 of triple i will di er only in the proofs of onsisten y. The
adaptor multiplexes to P the two proofs of onsisten y. This ompletes the treatment of
the rst type of exposed triple.
In the se ond type of exposed triple, the exposure does not be ome evident until Æ3j . At
any point in time there are at most two triples between A and B that are open, in that
step BCK1 has been exe uted but BCK2 has not. Say that at Æ1j the open triple is the
ith triple; if there are two open triples then they are the ith and (i + 1)st ones. We know
that 1i < 1i+1 < Æ1j and 2i > 2i+1 > Æ1j and 2i > Æ3j . We distinguish between two ases: (a)
2i+1 < Æ2j and (b) 2i+1 > Æ3j (sin e j is exposed it annot be the ase that Æ2j < 2i+1 < Æ3j ).
We show the interleavings and mark the forking points with asterisks:

Case (a)
1i
1i+1
Æ1j
2i+1



3i+1

2i

Æ2j
Æ2j

Case (b)
1i
1i+1
Æ1j



or

2i+1
3i+1
2i

Æ2j
Æ3j

In Case (a) we fork right after 2i+1 , running a opy of A until the on lusion of triple
j in the opy. Although this means there will be two opies of BCK3(i + 1), they will
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di er only in their intera tive proofs of onsisten y: the hallenges are xed by time 2i+1 .
(Note that we an assume that 3i+1 < Æ2j be ause the replies to the hallenges and the
statements to be proved by P in BCK3(i + 1) are ompletely determined by BCK1 and
BCK2, and are therefore are ompletely determined by time 2i+1 . Moreover, the hallenges
sent in BCK2(j ) by D are independent of BCK2(i + 1) be ause BCK2(i + 1) ends before
BCK2(j ) starts and D is non-faulty.) D makes independent hallenges in the two runs. We
will not run the original beyond Æ3j . The ommuni ation with A is limited in the original
exe ution to the replies to the hallenges sent in BCK2(i +1) and the zero knowledge proof
of onsisten y in BCK3(i + 1). However, sin e the hallenges in the two opies are the
same, and sin e in S 0 the ommitter P is willing to repeat this proof, when running the
opy we simply ask for a repeated proof of onsisten y and ontinue as before. We stop
when the opy nishes BCK3 of the j th triple. Note that in the opy the j th triple need
not be exposed (this depends on 2i ).
Case (b) is simpler: we fork right after Æ1j . In the original (B ) does not ommuni ate
with P until Æ3j , so we simply ontinue with the opy until it nishes BCK3 of the j th
triple. Here again we have that j need not be exposed in the opy.
In exploiting either type of exposure, if in both bran hes (the original and the opy) the
proof of onsisten y in BCK3(j ) su eeds, then in triple j the extra tor obtains the answers
to two di erent and independent queries, hen e an be extra ted. The signi an e of the
zero-knowledge proof of onsisten y is that it allows the extra tor to know whether any
trial is su essful. Therefore if any trial is su essful the extra tor su eeds. This ompletes
the des ription of the extra tor.

Remark 4.4 To remove the dependen y on , at the expense of running in expe ted polynomial time, i.e., to obtain liberal non-malleability (see Remark 2.3, pursue the following
strategy. Choose a random path to a leaf in the tree de ned above. If the leaf is not good,
then abort. Otherwise \extra t at all osts." That is, repeat until done:
1. Choose a random path to a leaf. If this leaf is good, then add to the set of previously
hosen paths.
2. For all previously hosen paths (ne essarily ending with a good leaf), attempt on e
(again) to extra t as des ribed above.

We now show that the extra tor su eeds with high probability. At ea h node v of the
tree we an de ne the probability of su ess, (v), i.e., the probability that the ommuniation between A and D leads to a good leaf. Let 0 be the probability of su ess at the
root. Noti e that by de nition, the expe ted value of 0 is .

Lemma 4.5 In ea h run of the above experiment the value of
with probability 20 =4 1=22n .

is su essfully extra ted

Proof. Consider a random root-leaf path w in the tree (the randomness is over the oin ips
of A and D). At ea h node v let (v) denote the probability, taken over hoi es of A and
of D, of su essfully ompleting the exe ution from v. Let (w) be the minimum along the
exe ution path w. Note that (w) is a random variable.
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Claim 4.4 With probability at least 0 =2 we have (w) > 0 =2.
Proof. The probability of failure is 1 0 . Let V be the set of nodes v su h that (v) <
0 =2 and for no parent u of v is (u) < 0 =2 (i.e. V onsists of the \ rst" nodes su h
that (v) < 0 =2 and hen e no member of V is an an estor of another). We know that
Pr[(w)  0 =2℄  v2V Pr[v is rea hed℄. On the other hand, the probability of failure,
1 0 , is

P

X Pr[v is rea hed℄(1

(v))  (1 0 =2)

v2V

Therefore Pr[(w)  0 =2℄ 

1
1

0
0 =2

=1

1

0 =2
0 =2

X

v s:t: (v)0 =2

< 1 0 =2:

Pr[v is rea hed℄:

2

Thus, with probability 0 =2 the main path we take su eeds. The experiment bran hes at
a point with probability of su ess at least 0 =2. The probability of su ess of ea h bran h is
independent. Therefore, the new bran h su eeds with probability 0 =2. Ex luding a small
probability 1=22n that both bran hes hoose identi al strings, the experiment su eeds with
probability 20 =4 1=22n . 2
To obtain an analogous result for the liberal non-malleability extra tion pro edure outlined
in Remark 4.4, onsider a random path that yields a good leaf. By Claim 4.4, Pr[(w) >
=2℄  1=2, that is, with probability at least 1=2 a good leaf is also a good investment for
extra tion. Thus the \extra t at all osts" pro edure runs in expe ted time O(1=0 ) and
the probability this extra tion is invoked is 0 , yielding expe ted polynomial time (taking
the usual pre autions against running forever).
Continuing with the proof of -malleability, with probability  =2 the probability of
su ess at the root, 0 , is at least =2. The extra tor makes ` independent experiments.
Be ause of the proof of onsisten y, extra tion fails only if all experiments fail. This o urs
2
with probability at most (1 40 )` . The hoi e of ` implies that the probability that the
extra tor su eeds, given that 0 > =2, is at least

2 `
20 `
)  1 (1
)  1 =2:
4
4
Therefore, with probability at least   the string is extra ted in at least one of the
` experiments.
Thus we an on lude that,
1 (1

Lemma 4.6 For any adversarially oordinated system h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i
in whi h (A; B ) = (C; D) = S , there is a knowledge extra tion pro edure that su eeds in
extra ting from the S 0 -adaptor-S system the value ommitted to by (C ) with probability
arbitrarily lose to .
2
We an therefore on lude that, in essen e, the values obtained by the extra tor are
\ orre tly" distributed. We would like to say that when is obtained by the extra tor,then
for every relation approximator R, the probability that R( ; ) outputs 1, is subpolynomially lose to (A; R) (the probability that it holds under a \normal" exe ution). However,
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in the true exe ution (C ) might make moves that for e R to reje t (for instan e when the
real player makes an illegal move or refuses to open with ertain probability). This doesn't
ne essarily imply that the extra tion would fail. However, su h ases only help us and we
an on lude:

Corollary 4.7 Let 2R D and let be obtained by the extra tor. Then for every relation
approximator R, either (1) the probability that R( ; ) outputs 1, where the probability spa e
is over the hoi e of and the internal oin ips of the ma hines involved, is larger than
(A; R) or (2) these two probabilities an be made arbitrarily lose.

4.4 Extra tion Implies Non-Malleability

In this se tion we redu e the non-malleability of S to the semanti se urity of S 0 . Let R
be a relation approximator and let h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i be an adversarially
ontrolled system, where (A; B ) and (C; D) are both instan es of S .
Re all that R(x; x) = 0 for all relation approximators. We view the goal of A (respe tively, A0 ) as trying to maximize (A; R) (respe tively, 0 (A0 ; R)). Consider the following
pro edure for an adversary simulator A0 with a ess to the probability distribution D hosen
by A, on inputs to (A).
Pro edure for A0 on input hist( ):
1. Set D0 = D.
2. Generate Æ 2R D0 = D.
3. Emulate the system h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i where (A) is running S 0
with private input Æ and A has a ess to hist( ), and if (C ) su eeds in ommitting
to a value , extra t .
4. Output (that is, give as input to (C )).

2R D. We de ne three random variables:
1. Let be the value, if any, ommitted to by C in an exe ution of h(A; B ); (C; D); A :
(B ) $ (C )i in whi h A has input and A has input hist( ). By de nition, for
any probabilisti polynomial time relation approximator R, Pr[R( ; )℄ = (A; R).
2. Let 0 be obtained by extra tion from A0 in a run of the S 0 -adaptor-S system in whi h
P has input and A0 has input hist( ). Let ~ (A; R) = Pr[R( ; 0 )℄ Intuitively, this
is the probability that (C ) ommits to something related to in an S 0 -adaptorS system in whi h all parties have the \right" inputs, and this value is su essfully
The stru ture of the proof is as follows. Let

extra ted.
3. Let 00 be obtained by extra tion from A0 in a run of the S 0 -adaptor-S system in whi h
(P ) has input Æ 2R D but A0 has input hist( ). Then 0 (A0 ; R) = Pr[R( ; 00 )℄ sin e
this is exa tly the setting of the variables when A0 re eives as input hist( ) (see the
de nition of A0 above).
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We will rst show that if jPr[R( ; 0 )℄ Pr[R( ; 00 )℄j is polynomial, then there is a
distinguisher for S 0 . By the semanti se urity of S 0 , this means that 0 (A0 ; R) = Pr[R( ; 00 )℄
is very lose to ~ (A; R) = Pr[R( ; 0 )℄. In other words, on seeing the history hist( ), A0 ,
intera ting with P having input , is essentially no more su essful at ommitting to a
value related by R to than A0 an be when it again has history hist( ) but is a tually
intera ting with P having input Æ (unrelated to ). This means that, for A0 , having the
intera tion with P doesn't help in ommitting to a value related to P 's input.
Let us say that A0 su eeds in an exe ution of the S 0 -adaptor-S system, if (C ) ommits
to a value related by R to P 's input (the value to whi h P ommits). Similarly, we say that
A su eeds in an exe ution of h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i if (C ) it ommits to a
value related by R to A's input. Re all that, by Corollary 4.7, either A is essentially equally
likely to su eed as A0 , or A is less likely to su eed than A0 is. So (A; R), the probability
that A su eeds, is essentially less than or equal to ~ (A; R), whi h we show in the rst step
of the proof to be lose to 0 (A0 ; R). From this we on lude the non-malleability of S .
Lemma 4.8 If j~ (A; R) 0 (A0 ; R)j is polynomial, then there is a distinguisher for S 0 that
violates the indistinguishability of ommitted values.
Proof. Assume j~ (A; R) 0 (A0 ; R)j is polynomial. The distinguisher is as follows.
Distinguisher for S 0 :

2R D; 2R D);
2. Choose i 2R f1; 2g. Emulate the system h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i, where
(A) is running S 0 with private input i and A has a ess to hist( ), and extra t  ,

1. Create a random hallenge (

1

2

the value ommitted to by (C ) in the emulation.

1

3. Output R( 1 ;  ).
If, in the emulation, i = 1, then the input to (P ) is 1 and so the distinguisher outputs
1 with probability ~ (A; R). Similarly, if in the emulation i = 2, then the input to (P ) is
0 0
2 , and so the distinguisher outputs 1 with probability  (A ; R). Sin e by assumption these
two quantities di er polynomially, we have a polynomial distinguisher for ommitments in
S 0. 2
Corollary 4.9 j~ (A; R) 0 (A0 ; R)j is subpolynomial.
2

Theorem 4.10 The string ommitment s heme S is: (1) "-malleable and (2) liberal nonmalleable.
Proof. (1) By Corollary 4.7, (A; R) < ~ (A; R) or the two an be made arbitrarily lose.
Thus A is at most " more likely to su essfully ommit to a value related by R to the
value ommitted to by (A) than A0 is able to ommit to a value related by R to the
value ommitted to by (P ). However, by Lemma 4.8, 0 (A0 ; R) is subpolynomially lose
to ~ (A; R); that is, intera ting with P does not help A0 to ommit to a value related to the
value ommitted to by (P ).
For (2), note that the expe ted polynomial time extra tion pro edure des ribed in Remark 4.4 su eeds with probability , so the " di eren e disappears. 2
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Remark 4.11 The number of rounds in the above proto ol is proportional to the length of
I . However, the number of rounds may be redu ed to log jI j usingLthe following: Let n = jI j.
To ommit to string , hoose random 1 ; 2 ; : : : n satisfying ni=1 1 = . For ea h i
(in parallel) ommit to i with identity (i; Ii ) (i on atenated with the ith bit of the original
identity). Let F (for fewer) denote this string ommitment proto ol.
To see why F is se ure, onsider an adversary with identity I 0 6= I who ommits to
0 . For I 0 6= I there must be at least one i su h that I 0 6= Ii (we assume some pre x free
i
en oding). This i implies the non-malleability of the resulting s heme: Make j for j 6= i
publi . Sin e all the identities of the form (j; Ij0 ) are di erent than (i; Ii ) we an extra t all
the 0j 's and hen e 0 .
Using this approa h, the result of Chor and Rabin [21℄ an be improved to require log log n
rounds of ommuni ation, (down from log n rounds). Re all that their model di ers from
ours in that they assume all n parties are aware of ea h other and that the system is
ompletely syn hronous.
Remark 4.12 1) As we have seen, the proofs of onsisten y aid in the extra tion pro edure.
Interestingly, they also ensure that if there are many on urrent invo ations of (A; B ), all
them (A1 ; B1 ); : : : ; (Ak ; Bk ); su h that the adversary ontrols all the (Bi ) and (C ), then
if C ommits to a value to D then is essentially unrelated to all the i ommitted to
by the Ai in their intera tions with the Bi . As in Se tion 3.4.1, this is shown by a hybrid
argument.
2) There is a la k of symmetry between our de nitions of non-malleable en ryption
and non-malleable string ommitment: the rst requires that it should be omputationally diÆ ult, given E ( ), to generate a ve tor of en ryptions (E ( 1 ); : : : E ( n )) su h that
R( ; 1 ; : : : ; n ) holds, while the se ond requires only that a ess to a ommitment to a string
should not help in ommitting to a single related string . It is possible to modify the
de nition to yield this stronger property. Roughly speaking, we add a titious step after
the adversary attempts to ommit to its values, in whi h the adversary spe i es whi h su essfully ommitted values will be the inputs to the relation approximator R. The extra tion
pro edure is then modi ed by rst running S 0 with a simulation of A to see whi h ommitments su eed. Then we argue that with high probability the extra tion pro edure su eeds
on all of these. This follows from the high probability of su ess during any single extra tion
(Lemma 4.6). We hose not to use the extended de nition be ause it would ompli ate the
proofs even beyond their urrent high level of omplexity.
3) The weaker de nition does not imply the stronger one: the proto ol F of Remark 4.11
is a ounterexample. Let (A; B ) = F and let (A), running F , ommit to by splitting it
into 1 ; : : : ; n . Let (C1 ; D1 ) = : : : = (Cn ; Dn ) = F . If the n + 1 parties (C1 ); : : : (Cn )
have identities su h that for ea h i the ith bit of the identity of (Ci ) equals the ith bit of
the identity of (A), then the parties (B ); (C1 ); : : : (Cn ) an ollude as follows. Ea h
(Ci ) ommits to the string i = i by splitting it into i = i1  : : :  in , where ii = i
and ij = 0j i j . In this way the olluding parties an arrange to ommit to 1 ; : : : ; n su h
that the ex lusive-or of the 's equals .
This ounterexample also illustrates why the te hnique for redu ing rounds des ribed in
Remark 4.11 annot be iterated to obtain a onstant round proto ol.
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5 Zero-Knowledge Proofs and General Non-Malleable ZeroKnowledge Intera tions
For the results in this se tion we assume the players have unique identities. Let (A; B )[a; b℄
be a zero-knowledge intera tive proto ol with valid set  of input pairs. Re all from Se tion
2.1 that (A; B ) is zero-knowledge with respe t to B if for every (B ) under ontrol of a
polynomial-time bounded adversary A, there exists a simulator Sim su h that the following
two ensembles of onversations are indistinguishable. In the rst ensemble, A hooses a
distribution D onsistent with , a pair ( ; ) is drawn a ording to D, (A) gets , (B )
gets , and the intera tion pro eeds and produ es a onversation. In the se ond ensemble,
and adversary simulator A0 with the same omputational power as A hooses a distribution
D0 onsistent with , ( ; ) 2R D0 is sele ted, A0 is given , and produ es a simulated
onversation.
We onstru t a ompiler C , whi h, given any zero-knowledge intera tion (A; B ) produ es
a zero-knowledge proto ol whi h is non-malleable in the sense des ribed next.
Let (A0 ; B 0 ) be any zero-knowledge proto ol and let (A; B ) = C (A0 ; B 0 ). Let (C 0 ; D0 )
be any (not ne essarily zero knowledge) proto ol, and let (C; D) = C (C 0 ; D0 ). Consider
the adversarially oordinated system h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i. Note that, if
(A; B ) were to be run in isolation, then given the inputs ( ; ) and the random tapes of
(A) and (B ), the onversation between these agents is ompletely determined. A similar
statement applies to (C; D). For every polynomial time relation approximator R and for
every adversarially oordinated system of the ompiled versions with adversary A there
exists an adversary simulator A0 satisfying the following requirement.
Let D now denote a distribution for inputs to all four players hosen by A onsistent
with the valid inputs for (A; B ). Let ( ; ; ; Æ) 2R D, and run the ompiled versions of
the two proto ols. Let (A; R) denote the probability that R( ; ; ; Æ; D; K(C; D)) = 1,
where K(C; D) denotes the onversation between (C ) and (D). The probability is over
the oin- ips of A; (A) and (D) and the hoi e of ( ; ; ; Æ) in D. As above, R reje ts
if a onversation is synta ti ally in orre t.
Let D0 ( onsistent with the legal input pairs for (A; B )) be hosen by A0 , and let
( ; ; ; Æ) 2R D0 . A0 gets inputs ; . Run an exe ution of (C; D) in whi h A0 ontrols (C ) and let K0 (C; D) denote the resulting onversation. Let (A0 ; R) denote the
probability that R( ; ; ; Æ; D0 ; K0 (C; D)) = 1. The probability is over the oin- ips of A
and (D) and the hoi e of ( ; ; ; Æ) in D0 .
The non-malleable zero-knowledge se urity requirement is that for every polynomial
time-bounded A, there exists a polynomial-time bounded A0 su h that for every polynomialtime omputable relation approximator R j(A; R) 0 (A0 ; R)j is subpolynomial.

Theorem 5.1 There exists a ompiler C that takes as inputs a 2-party proto ol and outputs
a ompiled proto ol. Let (A0 ; B 0 ) be any zero-knowledge proto ol and let (A; B ) = C (A0 ; B 0 ).
Let (C 0 ; D0 ) be any (not ne essarily zero knowledge) proto ol, and let (C; D) = C (C 0 ; D0 ).
Then the adversarially oordinated system h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i is nonmalleable zero-knowledge se ure.

Proof. Our ompiler is on eptually extremely simple: A and B ommit to their inputs
and random tapes and then exe ute the proto ol (A0 ; B 0 ), at ea h step proving that the
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messages sent are onsistent with the ommitted values. We have to make sure that these
zero-knowledge proofs of onsisten y do not interfere with the original proto ol. The goal
of the prepro essing phases is to make all the players' a tions in the rest of the proto ol
predetermined. We now des ribe the a tion of the ompiler on (A0 ; B 0 ) in more detail.
Prepro essing Phase I: Initially A and B hoose a random string RA as follows. A
non-malleably ommits to a string A using a sequen e of non-malleable bit ommitments.
B then sends a random string B . The string RA , not yet known to B , is the bitwise
ex lusive-or of A and B . A and B then hoose a random string RB in the same manner,
but with the roles reversed, so that B knows RB while A does not yet know it.
Prepro essing Phase II: Ea h player performs a sequen e of pairs of non-malleable bit
ommitments. Ea h pair ontains a ommitment to zero and a ommitment to one, in
random order.
Prepro essing Phase III: Ea h player ommits to its input and to the seed of a ryptographi ally strong pseudo-random bit generator, using the non-malleable s heme for string
ommitment des ribed in Se tion 4. The pseudo-random sequen e is used instead of a truly
random sequen e whenever the original proto ol alls for a random bit. Note in parti ular
that A and B both begin with a non-malleable ommitment to their inputs and random
tapes { this is riti al.
Exe uting the Original Proto ol The parties exe ute the original proto ol (with the
pseudo-random bits), with ea h player proving at ea h step that the message it sends at that
step is the one it should have sent in the unique onversation determined by its ommitted
input and random tape, and the messages of the original proto ol re eived so far. The
ommitments performed as part of the proofs of onsisten y are sele ted from the list of
pairs of ommitments generated in Prepro essing Step II. Sin e proving the onsisten y of
the new message with the onversation so far an be done e e tively (given the random
tape and the input), this has a (malleable) zero-knowledge proof [40℄ in whi h the veri er
only sends random bits. These random bits are taken from RA and RB . In parti ular, RA is
used as the random bits when B proves something to A: A, a ting as veri er and knowing
RA , reveals the bits of RA to B as they are needed by opening the ne essary ommitments
from Prepro essing Phase I. The analogous steps are made when A proves onsisten y to B .
Before sket hing the proof, we give some intuition for why we in luded Prepro essing
Phases I and II. (While it is possible that these extra prepro essing steps are not needed,
we do not see a omplete proof without them.) First, note that the ompiler uses a spe i
non-malleable string ommitment s heme (the one from Se tion 4), rather than any su h
proto ol. We used this proto ol be ause of its extra tion properties (whi h we use for
proving non-malleability). However, as we saw in Se tion 4 in order to do the extra tion in
an adversarially oordinated system h(A; B ); (C; D); A : (B ) $ (C )i in whi h (A; B ) =
(C; D) = S , we needed to de ne S 0 , a relaxed version of S , and onstru t an S 0 -adaptor-S
system. We do not know how to onstru t \relaxed versions" of arbitrary proto ols (A0 ; B 0 ).
Sin e the ompiled proto ol (A; B ) has a very spe ial form, the onstru tion of its relaxation
is straightforward.
We now sket h the proof that the ompiled proto ol satis es the requirements of the
Theorem. A's proofs of onsisten y are zero-knowledge sin e they use the random bits in
RB and in the simulation of this part of the intera tion RB an be extra ted. A's proofs
are sound sin e its bit ommitments performed in Prepro essing Phase II are independent
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of RB (sin e all the ommitments are non-malleable, and in parti ular, involve proofs of
knowledge).
Sin e A and B ommit in Prepro essing Phase III to their random tapes and values, the
parts of the ompiled ommuni ation that orrespond to messages in (A0 ; B 0 ) are ompletely
determined before the exe ution orresponding to the (A0 ; B 0 ) intera tion is arried out.
Note that the three stage proto ol des ribed above remains zero-knowledge. This is true,
sin e under the appropriate de nition [41℄, the sequential omposition of zero-knowledge
proto ols is itself zero-knowledge. So in parti ular, the (A; B ) intera tion is zero-knowledge.
Non-malleable zero-knowledge se urity is proved as follows. We rst note that the
ommitment of its input and random tape that A makes to B in Prepro essing Phase III
remains non-malleable despite the proofs of onsisten y during the exe ution of the original
proto ol. We then onstru t an extra tor for the ommitted value in (C; D) in a fashion
similar to the one onstru ted in Se tion 4. To do this, we onstru t a \relaxed" zeroknowledge proto ol analogous to S 0 , based on (A; B ). We apply Lemma 4.6 to show that
the probability of extra tion is similar to the probability that A su eeds (in the ompiled
(C; D) proto ol). The key point is that an exposed triple remains exposed despite the
presen e of the proofs of onsisten y be ause the queries in the proofs of onsisten y have
been predetermined in Prepro essing Phase I.
As in Lemma 4.8, extra tion violates the zero-knowledge nature of (the relaxed) (A; B ).

2

6 Con luding Remarks and Future Work
There are several interesting problems that remain to be addressed:
1. The issue of preserving the non-malleability of ompiled programs (as in Se tion 5)
under on urrent omposition is hallenging, as, unlike the ases of en ryption and
string ommitment, in general zero-knowledge proofs are not known to remain zeroknowledge under on urrent omposition (see, e.g., [35, 38℄). On the other hand, there
are various te hniques for hanging zero-knowledge proto ols so that they be ome
parallelizable, su h as witness indistinguishability [30℄ and perfe t ommitments (See
Chapter 6.9 in [35℄). These te hniques do not ne essarily yield proto ols that an be
exe uted on urrently while preserving zero-knowledge.
2. All our non-malleability results are for proto ols that are in some sense zero-knowledge.
Extend the de nition of non-malleability to intera tions that are not ne essarily zeroknowledge, su h as general multi-party omputation, and onstru t non-malleable
proto ols for these problems.
3. Simplify the onstru tions in this paper. Bellare and Rogaway present simpli ed
onstru tions using a random ora le [6, 7℄. A hallenging open problem is to (de ne
and) onstru t a publi ly omputable pseudo-random fun tion. Su h a onstru tion
is essential if [6, 7℄ are to be made omplexity-based. For a re ent dis ussion on
onstru ting su h fun tions see [17, 18, 19℄; note that none of the proposals there is
suÆ ient to yield non-malleability.
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Very re ently Cramer and Shoup [23℄ suggested an eÆ ient onstru tion of a nonmalleable ryptosystem se ure against hosen iphertext atta ks in the postpro essing
mode. The s heme is based on the De isional DiÆe-Hellman assumption (see [57℄ for
a dis ussion of the assumption) and requires only a few modular exponentiations for
en ryption and de ryption.
Re ently, Di Cre senzo et al. [26℄ showed that in a model in whi h there is a ommon
random string shared by all parties, it it possible to obtain a non-intera tive weaker
variant of non-malleable ommitments. Re all that, informally, in our de nition of
non-malleable ommitment, the adversary su eeds if it ommits to a \related" value.
Our de nition therefore does not require the adversary to a tually open its ommitment in order to su eed. In the [26℄ s heme, an adversary that ommits to a related
value, but never opens the ommitment, is not to onsidered to have su eeded.
4. Another re ent development related to malleability in en ryption is the work of Blei henba her [11℄ who showed how the ability to mall iphertexts in the PKCS # 1
standard allows for a hosen iphertext post-pro essingatta k. The interesting fa t
about this atta k is that the only type of feedba k the atta ker requires is whether a
given string represents a valid iphertext. This demonstrates yet again the signi an e
of using a provable non-malleable ryptosystem.
5. A re ent result that utilizes non-malleability in an interesting way is [4℄ who explores
the issue of redu ing an adversary's su ess probability via parallel repetition. They
give an example of a proto ol where the fa t that the upper bound on the adversary's
probability of su ess is 1=2 is due to the non-malleability of a ryptosystem used,
while the repeated proto ol fails to redu e the error due to the malleability of the
proto ol itself.
6.

a type of hosen iphertext atta k not addressed in
this paper is when the adversary is given the random bits used to generate the iphertext (in addition to the plaintext). The following problem, phrased here in terms of a
CD-ROM, is a on rete instan e in whi h this kind of atta k is relevant (the version
presented here is due to [59℄, and is a variant of a problem posed by O. Goldrei h): A
CD-ROM is generated ontaining the en ryptions of 100 images (generally, n images).
A user, having a opy of the CD-ROM, hooses any subset, say of size 50, of the images, and pur hases the de ryption information for the sele ted images. Suggest an
en ryption s heme for this problem su h that, assuming the de ryption information
is signi antly shorter than the ombined plaintexts of the pur hased images, the remaining en ryptions remain se ure on e the de ryption information for the pur hased
images is known. Suppose we start with a semanti ally se ure ryptosystem, and
en rypt ea h image with its own key. Then, if the de ryption information is the olle tion of keys for the sele ted images, it is easy to show that an adversary an't, for
any given unde rypted image Pi produ e an I related to Pi . The hallenge is to show
that no adversary an nd an I related to, say, all the remaining Pi 's. For example,
show that the adversary an't nd the bitwise logi al-OR of the remaining pi tures.
This type of problem is simply ignored in papers on generating session keys (see, e.g.,
[8, 9℄). If session keys are to be used for en ryption, then the sele tive de ryption

The sele tive de ryption problem:
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problem must be addressed.
7. Design a ompletely malleable ryptosystem in whi h, given E (x) and E (y) it is possible to ompute E (x + y), E (xy), and E (x), where x denotes the bitwise omplement of
x. Su h a ryptosystem has appli ation to se ure 2-party omputation. For example,
to ompute f (x; y) player A generates a ompletely malleable E=D pair and sends
(E (x); E ) to player B . Player B , knowing y and a ir uit for f , an return E (f (x; y)).
Alternatively, prove the non-malleability onje ture: if a ryptosystem is ompletely
malleable then it is inse ure. A related statement holds for dis rete logarithms modulo p, and in general for the bla k box eld problem. See the elegant papers of Maurer [53℄ and Boneh and Lipton [15℄.
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